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BSU President John Keiser was In a serious mood last month when he presented some grim 
budget facts to the legislature's Joint Finance-Appropriations Committee. 
BSU booming, 
attendance up 
despite shortages 
The economy may be slow in some places, but at 
Boise State business is booming like it never has before. 
For the second straight semester BSU has set a new 
enrollment record, despite turning away students in 
many heavy demand courses in business, liberal arts, 
and the sciences. 
The new headcount figure of 10,437 is a healthy 
jump of 10 percent over last spring, the biggest increase 
BSU has seen since the rapid growth years of the 
mid-1970's. 
But more unusual, it is the first time in years that the 
spring enrollment has been higher than the fall. 
Typically enrollment drops in the spring as students 
finish their degrees or decide to ''stop out'' after trying 
the first semester. 
According to a report issued for the State Board of 
Education by registrar Susanna Yunker, the 10.43 7 
spring headcount is an increase of nearly 1 ,000 over the 
9,428 that took classes last year. 
Full-time equivalent students (FfE) enrollment was 
7 ,048, also an increase of 10 percent over last spring, 
but down 163 from last fall. 
BSU deans again said the increase could partially be 
attributed to the slow economy . Several students who 
normally would be employed are now returning to 
school, deans report. They also sa� some of the spring 
jump can be attributed to the hign demand that was 
created last fall when so many classes were full early in 
registration. 
That created a backlog of demand that was probably 
felt this spring, deans think. 
Enrollment could have been even higher if Boise 
State had had instructors and classroom space to 
accommodate all the students who wanted in. 
The School of Business, for example, could have 
given out 2, 500 more class cards, especially for basic 
courses like accounting, data processing and manage­
ment. 
The story was the same for some departments in the 
School of Arts & Sciences, where basic courses like 
English were filled early in registration. 
BSU president John Keiser said the heavy increase 
this spring is the result of three factors: 
-The area is growing, and demand for education 
has increased from people who live here and can't go 
elsewhere. 
-The reputation of the university is becoming more 
positive each year. 
-As the cost of living goes up, people have to attend 
a university where they can live at home, get a job and 
therefore combine expenses with income. 
Boise, Idaho February, 1981 
Economy slow; 
Boise State looks 
at tight budget 
The slow economy and legislative reluctance to raise 
taxes. m.
ean� Boise State will have to make some deep 
cuts tn tts Ftscal 1982 budget, BSU president John 
Keiser said this month. 
Cuts could be anywhere between $1-2 million. 
depending on how the legislature funds state emplovee 
salary increases and operating budgets. 
· 
This year Boi�e State is asking the legislature to fund 
a'' main�e�ance of current operattons budget'' rota ling 
$22.2 mtllton. an 11.3 percent increase over last year. 
Keiser. who has expressed hi� concerns personally and 
through the media to anyone who will listen, says he is 
especially worried about the direction the legislature 
will take on salary raises for state employees . 
If lawmakers decide to mandate raises but not fullv 
.fund them, Boise State and other state agencies will · 
have to make up the difference . 
That, Keiser says. means personnel will have to go. 
"The across-the-board approach that was used two 
years ago simply will not work anymore, at least as far as 
Boise State is concerned. We have trimmed and 
�rimmed at the edges and the next cuts will go deeply 
tnto programs that serve the citizens of Idaho,'' Keiser 
cautioned legislators in a letter mailed Feb. 10. 
BSU budget director Ron Turner estimates that for 
every one percent raise the legislature authorizes but 
doesn't fund will cost the university about $165,000, or 
7. 5 positions. 
Under the current salary options being debated 
between the House and Senate, BSU could lose any­
where from 66 to 26 positions. 
The outlook isn't any more promi�ing for an increase 
in BSU's operating budget. 
Keiser asked the legislature for an increase of 
$588,700, excluding salaries, to keep up with inflation. 
He also requested restoration of the$ 514,300 that was 
reduced from the budget base during the 3.85 percent 
holdback last year. 
Those increases are needed, he told the Joint Finance­
Appropriations Committee, just so BSU can start Fiscal 
1982 at the same level as 1981. 
But with legislators talking about holding budgets at 
their present amounts, or even reducing them, pros­
pects of those two increases seem dim. 
The tight budget year has brought to the surface 
renewed talk of in-state tuition as well as statutory 
changes to clarify the pifference between fees and 
tuition. Legislators are also looking at ways to cut large 
programs out of the state budget, with Lewis and Clark 
State College in Lewiston, kindergartens, and inter­
collegiate athletics among the most mentioned. 
While tht: final picture won't become clear until the 
waning days of the session, Keiser says budget cuts of 
the magnitude now being discussed will mean fewer 
opportunities for students and a possible increase in 
fees. 
But even another $50 fee increase added to the 
"emergency" $50 that was imposed this spring won't 
make ends meet, he says. 
Keiser points to BSU's growing enrollment, up 10 
percent this spring, as evidence that budgets should be 
increasing along with the demand for the university's 
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Vaclav Nelhybel 
Co�poser 
takes BSU· 
'residence' 
Reno.»'.Ll.tsi symphonic band com­
poser Vadav Nelhybel will come to 
Boi�e State as artist-in-residence March 
I 5-IH. 
While on <.:ampus Nelhybel will con­
dun seminars and recitals and will lead 
a roncert of selected high school music 
msemblcs from throughout Treasure 
Valley Wednesday. March 18, at 7:30 
p.m. in the BSU Gym. 
Nelhybel. a native of Czechoslo­
vakia, studit·d composition and 
ronduning at the Prague ConservatOry, 
and musicology at the University of 
Prague. He was musical director for 
Radio Free Europe from 1950-5 7. and 
became a U.S. citizen in 1962. 
He has served as a visiting music 
clinician in nearly all of the United 
Sratt·s. but this will be his first appear­
ance in Idaho. 
Noted for his works for symphonic 
band. Nelhvbel has also written works 
for organ. b.rass and timpani. as well as 
two operas. three ballets. several 
roncnti. and numerous other com­
pos•uons. 
Soc·ial Work 
Dept. gets 
reaccreditation 
The Boise State University Depart-­
ment of Social Work has been reaccred­
ited this month by the Council on 
Social Work Education. N.Y. 
The department was first accredited 
by the council in 197 5, and the 
reaccreditation is for a period of s_even 
years, according to Doug Yunker, 
department chairman. 
Members of the Social Work Educa­
tion Council met with department per­
sonnel for an on-site visit Sept. 28-30, 
1980, prior to the reaccreditation. Their 
report, Yunker said, finds that BSU 
and the department met all of the gen­
eral requirements of the council's 
accre'ditation standards. 
About 132 students are registered as 
Social Work majors at Boise State, 
Yunker said. 
Among the documents reviewed by 
the council was a rwo-volume self study 
written by the depaHmem which 
included an evaluation of departmental 
objectives, requirements, faculty, 
students, and relationship with the 
university. 
In addition. that study contains sec­
tions on BSU social work programs such 
as field experience. syllabi for social 
work classes, and other information 
about the department. 
e�su artists 
exhibit 
ph'o·togr-aphy 
Three Boise State University art pro­
ftssors will display their phorography in 
the university Museum of Art through 
March 6. 
Charles Crist. Howard Huff. and 
Brent Smith will show their work on 
photo theory. commercial advertising, 
and nature in Boise at the show, which 
is open to the public weekdays from 9 
a.m.-4:30 p.m. in the Liberal Arts 
Building gallery. 
All three will also have their photo­
graphs featured in the Idaho Photog­
raphers exhibition scheduled at the 
Bo1se Gallery ot Art March 7-29. 
Crist, who is displaying his series of 
constructed conceptual photographs, is 
a 1980 BSU graduate, where he has 
taught for the past year. He has pre­
viously displayed his photography in 
two Boise State shows, at Ochi Gallery, 
Boise, and recently in a show at the 
College of Idaho, Caldwell 
Huff is displaying 27 color photo­
graphs of commercial images in the 
BSU shows. 
''This is a look at some of t he 
imaginative, innovative, and awful 
things people do to advertise their 
products. That advertising tells a lot 
about society and people's values.'' he 
said. 
His work has been selected for per­
manent art colin tions of �everal area 
companies, including Ore-Ida. and 
Boise Cascade Corp., as well as the City 
of Boise and State of Oregon. 
Smith's collection of color prints 
about Boise nature shows what he calls 
"the more plastic. changing values of 
the urban environment." 
Smith's photography won fourth 
place last year at the New York show 
"American Vision." He has also dis­
played his work in the Four Corners 
exhibition at the University of Arizona, 
Tucson, and a 1977 show at the Univer­
sity of Utah Museum of Art, Salt Lake 
City. 
,...., 
New education 
committee .� 
advises school 
The first Boise State School of Educa­
tion Advisory Committee has assumed 
its consulting duties at the university 
this month. 
According to Dr. Richard L. Hart, 
the 16-member committee has been 
formed to help the school assess 
the needs of education students. 
The committee will review changes 
such as additions to and deletions from 
the education curriculum and give 
advice on graduate and undergraduate 
programs, Hart said. 
Members of the advisory committee 
are: school teachers, Jan Crowl, Lake 
Hazel Primary School; Carol Engstrom, 
West junior High School; Mike Gantz, 
Cascade High School; Russell Heller, 
Boise High School. and Betty White, 
West Canyon Elementary School; 
School admipistrators,Julian 
Hagood. academic vice-principal, 
Capital High School; Richard Hartley, 
principal. Borah High School; Paul 
Loree, assistant superintendent, 
Meridian School District; Richard 
Mutterer, superintendent, Council 
School District;Jerry Mahoney, Boise 
Public Schools; Rev. James Wilson, 
principal, Bishop Kelly High School; 
and Serve Wilson, superintendent, 
McCall-Donnelly School district. 
Also serving on the committee are 
Dr. Phyllis Edmundson, Information 
Department, Idaho First National 
' 
Bank; Marilee Gross, vice-chairman, 
Board of Trustees, Boise School 
District; Dr. A.D. Luke, chief of the 
Bureau of lnstruction for the Idaho 
Department of Education; and 
Dorothy Reynolds, former Idaho State 
Representative and Caldwell school 
teacher. 
William Glasser 
Therapy expert 
conducts 
seminar 
Dr. William Glasser, author of the 
btst-�dling School.r Without Farlure, 
and founder of the Institution for 
Reality Therapy in Los Angeles, will 
mnduct a two-day seminar at Boise 
State University March <J-1 0 and insti­
tution fawlty members have scheduled 
a one-week seminar at BSU March 
23-27. 
Glasser's first two books, Mental 
l-lt',tlth or Menta/Illness and Reality 
Thao�/J.v. incorporated his psychological 
theories for non-professionals and 
·explanation of the reality techniques 
which he originated. 
Later work in public schools resulted 
in the publication of Schpols Without 
f<:ullfre. widely-read statement of how 
schools might be better run in order to 
help students succeed. 
The two-day meetings will begin 
March 9 at 7:30 p.m. with an evening 
lecture and will continue with sessions 
from 9-12:30 p.m. and 1:30-4:30 p.m. 
March 10. All meetings will be in the 
Boise State Student Union Building 
Ballroom. Cost of the seminar is $30 or 
$10 for the Monday evening session. 
In addition, participants may register 
for one BSU credit in criminal justice, 
teacher education or psychology for a 
fee of S 10. Those registered for credit 
will be required to complete a paper 
and to attend a later follow-up session. 
The 30-hour seminar March 23-27 
will emphasize problem oriented role 
playing in small groups. Not 
"encounter group" or "hot seat" 
oriented, the seminar emphasis will be 
on skills development. All sessions will 
be conducted in the BSU Education 
Building, room 418. 
A fee of$300 for the week-long 
course will include all materials and 
lunch for each of the five days. A regis­
tration deposit of$50 should be sent to 
Dr. Robert Marsh, CrimioalJustice 
Administration, Boise State University, 
Boise, ID 83725. The remaining $250 is 
due March 10. 
Two BSU credits will be offered for 
participation in this seminar. Fee for 
those credits is $25. Registration may 
be arranged by contacting the B'3' · 
Center for Continuing Education at the 
above address, telephone 385-3293. 
For further information about the 
March reality therapy seminars, contact 
Marsh, telephone 385-3406. or the 
BSU Center for Continuing Education. 
Poet reads 
works at gallery 
Pulitzer prize-winning poet Louis 
Simpson·will appear at the Boise 
Gallery of Art to read from his works 
Thursday, March 5. 
The program, which will begin at 8 
p.m., is free to the public. 
Among Simpson's awards for his 
writings are the Prix de Rome, The 
Columbia University Medal for Excel­
lence, and two Guggenheim fellow­
ships. 
His poetry publications include At 
I he End of the Open Road. Searching 
(or the Ox. and his latest volume, 
·acclaimed by critics as a work of great 
lyrical and narrative power, Caviare at 
the Funeral. 
He has read from his poetry to 
audiences throughout the U.S., and 
has taught at Columbia University, 
N.Y., and at the University of Califor­
nia at Berkeley. 
Magazine 
features Broncs 
A special edition ofTom Lloyd's Big 
Sky Football magazine will soon roll off 
the presses to commemorate the BSU 
Broncos' national championship. 
The 48-page magazine will contain 
stories about the winning tradition at 
BSU, a profile of athletic director Lyle 
Smith, a column by president John 
Keiser, an article on ''Boise Who?'' by 
Statesman sports editor Jim Poore, 
comments by other Big Sky coaches, 
and a week-by-week summary of the 
1980 football season. 
Only 5,000 issues of the Bronco 
special edition will be printed. Copies 
at $5 each can be ordered l-y mail from 
the Bronco Athletic Assoc�ation, 1910 
University Drive, Boise, ID 83725, or 
purchased at the Bookstore in the 
Student Union Building. One dollar 
will be donated to the pavilion fund for 
orders that �refilled through the BAA 
Lloyd said. 
Bulletin Board 
WINE TASTING 
The P >ise State Faculty Wives and Women 
organi�ation .1as scheduled a wine-ta�ting benefit 
for Art and Music department scholarships March 
6 
The "Evening of Art, Music, and Wine" will be 
at St. Paul's Catholic Student Center, Boise. from 
8-10p.m. 
The music and art departments will provide 
entertainment and an art exhibit for viewing and 
sale during the event. 
Tickets are $5.50 per person If purchased 
before the event and S6 at the door. They may be 
purchased at the BSU music and art departments, 
telephone numbers 385-1771 and 385-1230, or 
from Gini Allen, 376-1862. 
ENGLISH AWARD 
The BSU English Department's first annual 
award to an outstanding senior English major 
goes this year to Rhodes scholarship winner 
Karl Knapp. 
Knapp, who was one of only 32 U.S. students 
awarded the prestigious scholarship to Oxford 
University for the coming two years, will receive a 
gift certificate from The Book Shop, Boise. 
LIST RENTALS WITH BSU HOUSING OFFICE 
Do you have housing available for Boise State 
University students to rent? Contact the BSU 
Student Residential Life Office In room 110 of the 
Administration Building, 385-3986, to list your 
rentals. Listings which discriminate on the basis 
of race. color, national origin, or handicap will 
not be accepted. 
FRIDAY FILM FESTIVAL 
The Boise State University History Depart­
ment's Friday Film Festival will feature free films 
on Canadian history provided by the Canadian 
government. 
Fourteen films In all have been loaned to the 
university without charge by the Canadian Con­
sulate General, Seattle, Wash. The films are 
shown each Friday at 11:35 a.m. in the Educa­
tional Media Services Showroom, room 209 of the 
BSU Library. The public Is invited to attend. 
Dates and topics of the films are: 
Feb. 20 The New Equal ion (1840-1860) 
Feb. 'D The Friendly Fillies and the 
Sinister Sixties (1850-1863) 
Mar. 6 The Triumphant Union (1863-1867) 
Mar. 13 The Border Confirmed (1867-1871) 
Mar. 'D A Second Transcontinental Nation 
(1872) 
Apr. 3 Northwest Passage 
Apr. 10 People of the Seal (part one) 
Apr. 17 People of the Seal (part two) 
Apr. 24 Thunderblrds In China 
May 1 Death of a Legend 
For more information about the films, contact 
Dr. Patricia Ourada, BSU History professor, at 
385-3266. 
STUDENT TEACHING. 
Application forms for BSU elementary and 
secondary student teaching applicants for fall 
semester, 1981 are now available in the School of 
Education Field Services Office, Ed. 306. The 
applications are due in that office March 1. 
CANDIDA 
George Bernard Shaw's comic character drama 
Candida, playing March 6-14, will be the first 
production of the BSU spring theatre season. 
A domestic play which comically reveals the 
turmoil beneath the respectable manners and 
values of everyday life in late Victorian England, 
Candida is based on the age old love triangle 
theme. 
The threesome embroiled in the plot are a 
middle-aged Christian Socialist l)llrson played by 
G. Robert Fields, a young poet, Scott McBeth, 
and the attractive, intelligent Candida, Sarah 
Barsness. 
The production will open each evening at 8:15 
p.m. In the BSU Subal Theatre. Ticket reserva­
tions may be made beginning March 2 by calling 
the theatre box office at 385-1462 between 3-6 
p.m. weekdays. 
General admission is $3.50 with senior 
citizens, students with activity cards and BSU 
personnel admitted for $1 .50. 
HAWAIIAN ART STUDY TOUR 
If this winter's curious weather has given you a 
case of the blues, a week in the sun and surf of 
Hawaii may be just what you need, 
The Boise State Art Department and Contmu­
ing Education Center are co-sponsoring a one­
week Hawaiian art study tour March 22-29 on the 
island of Oahu. 
Dr. Louis Peck, BSU art professor and well­
known Idaho artist. will lead the study tour group 
on daily painting excursions to various island set­
tings. 
Trj!vel and registration fees for the three-unit 
course are $763.50 for graduate credit. $756 
undergraduate, and $669 for non-credit status. 
Registration deadline is March 6. 
For study tour travel information and registra­
tion write to the Continuing Educatron Center. 
Boise State University, 1910 University Dnve. 
Boise, Idaho 83725. or call (208) 385-3295. 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Idaho Lung Association has donated $350 
to Boise Stale University for respiratory therapy 
scholarships. 
Funds for the new scholarships were ra1sed 
during the ILA-sponsored Bathtub Race held dur­
ing half-time activities at the Boise State-Idaho 
football game last October. 
' 
COMMUNICATION & HUMANKIND'S FUTURE 
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle. Boise State professor 
of communication, will discuss the myths. 
dreams. fantasy, and facts of communication 1n 
the future in a public lecture Wednesday. Feb. 25. 
McCorkle will speak at 8 p.m. In the Bolsean 
Lounge of the BSU Student Union Building. Her 
talk will explore individual, national. and inter­
national tens1ons which lead to the need for com­
munication. and trends wh1ch hinder 11. She will 
also discuss utopian communication ideas. 
McCorkle, who directs the BSU speech and 
debate programs, has done research on com­
munication patterns in television and politics. 
AWARDS 
Bonnie Sumter, coordinator of Boise State 
University Vocational Health Occupations, has 
been honored with the American Vocational 
Association award of merit. 
The award, from the association's Health 
Occupations Education Division, was presented 
during a recent association convention In New 
Orleans. 
Sumter, who received the award for her 
contributions to health occupations education, is 
the author of the recently published "Orientation 
to Health Occupations, a Curriculum Guide" 
Budget 
(Cnntinm:d from pagt: I) 
SeCVIlTS. 
"To exclude even more students will 
be diffiwlt to do, but the ever-length­
ening lin<: at the gate and the shrinking 
opportunities in classes at Boise State 
must be understood by the public," he 
said. 
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Everyone an expert 
By Dr. John Keiser 
President, Boise State University 
I marvel at the time I have spent talking about intercollegiate athletics since my 
intt·rview for the presidency at Boise State University. Why do so many persons feel so 
qrongly about it. one wav or the other. and why is evervone an expert on costs, regu­
lations. values, and impact with widely varient impressions of • 'the facts?'' Every­
thing dst· we do is a bore in comparison, I suppose. 
Did you know we have fifteen sports, men's and women's, involving some 350 
'tudem-athletes? Did you know we need to maintain four men's sports to hold mem­
hnship in the NCAA. and that we must compete in eight men's sports to be classi­
finl in Division I in basketball and lA A in football? Did you know Division lA A 
allows sevt'my-tiv<: srholarships in football (ninety-five in Division I and forty-five in 
Division II). but the Big Sky Conference allows only sixty-five? 
I suppo!'e }OU knew our most r<:cem Rhodes Scholar was recruited by the track 
warh and will earn eight varsity lew:rs? It appears likely that a higher percentage of 
var,ity arh Inc� graduate in a five-year period, statewide, than the average at all 
in�titutions. Or did you know? 
Were you aware that the student fees for intercollegiate athletics at BSU is $18, but 
$.�I at ISU and $55 at the U of I? You surely knew that appropriated money is only 
u!'ed for roarhcs' 'a !aries and that the remainder romes from the fee and from gate 
rnt·ipts? 
Did you know one minute of national rdcvision advertising costs $200,000 and that 
our two nationally televised football games advertised Idaho for over four hours? We 
nt·ttnl less than $20.000 from it all; less than we made for the other Idaho univer-
'it ie, after cxpt·ns<:�. Surdy you were aware that the Chamber of Commerce estimates 
tht· rt·vmut· brought into the rity on football weekends to be around $1.2 million, 
One lllC::IMirc that the legishlture may 
romid�:r tpi� y�:ar i� tuition li1r Idaho 
r�:,itll'nh. Th<: following defense 
ag;•imt that pmpmal wa� prepared by 
'tmk·nt lt:ad�:r.. and i� r�:-printed as a 
g ue�t op1n10n. 
Student's benefits 
· 'lli�ha educ.11ion repl.tced the 
u·,·•tanlronlicr ,,.  the l.md o( appor­
t u nit.r ti>r A mcric.m vou 1 h. c.rpt·o�tl(v 
1111 nrnil it•J. 
John S. Brubal her 
Swdnns havt· anTs� to 
intl'lkctual dndopmt·nt 
athletic dewlopment 
l't hieal tlewlopment 
skill devdopnll'nt 
kading toward 
chann· for lll'ttl·r t•mployment 
- mort· control m·t·r l'l.'onomir future 
ll's' unemploynll'nt during lift•tinw 
increa�t'll liktinw t·arnings 
lx·m·r mental anti physical health 
more satisfaction with work and lift• 
Cultural and 
social benefits 
· ·f.t•.m7ing . . . !tkt• ltbaty. <'qu.dtt}. 
lur,·. (noulthtp. ch.mtr .. md .1ptritu.t! 
It)'. {,trrin qu.tlt!.tt/1'1' COIII/OI./tl(}l/.1 
tf,,,, delr ntllllcri(,t/ mc.tlltr<'lllt'flt . . . 
Howard Bo\\Cn 
Higher educuion 
4 
Ji,u>vtr' t.tknt 
strt·n.gtht•ns leatler\hlp 
make\ pos\ihll' widl·. applieatton of 
ttochnolo�o:y 
encourages innovation 
and raist·s tht· quality of life by 
providing edueatt'<l political leadership 
pn·paring rx·ople for good citizenship 
providing volunteer leaders who make 
'i(X:icty function 
�upplying JX>ople who bring humane values 
and hroad social outlook to civic affairs 
-resulting in improved home and child care 
providinJ: social or public policy changes 
pn·S(-rving and transmiuing our cultural 
ht•ritagcs 
Colleges also provide 
n·ntcrs for artistic creativity 
sou ret'S of cultural enrichment. entertain­
ment. and social interaction 
opportunitit•s for life· long learning 
exrx·rienn'S 
Economic benefits 
· · Nt·u• knoll'lt·t�f!.l' i.r more centrul to 
t/1,· mnducl o/.rocietv. It h.IS t.1ken it.r 
l•l.t<t' .don.� U'ith l.m;l. lubor. cupitul. 
.md m.m.tgom•nl.tr .t gn:ut f,;ctor 
m!lu,·ncing production. ltt�r .;/ro more 
/1.t•tc to tbe condua o( public .t((.;ir.r 
.md In tbe d.u!r lirt•.r o( indil'l'dtt.�!r. 
\nd lu:�ba etiuc,llion i.r thefoc.;l point 
1;1,. t/1,• O't'.ttion o/neu' knowledge. 
I /1111 b/�ha educ,tlion i.r o/ nt(!re inter· 
,·,ttn mon· inrttlution.r u•t'thin .rociety 
t/1.111 it one,· u·.tr . •  md ,:,·more <'nlu•in,·d 
tntl1 t/1t'lll. mdudmg !ht• ·mtfit�ll)' 
md11•trt.1l compl1·\·. · · · 
Carnegie Commission on H igher 
Eductt ion 
( olkge gradu.llt's 
p.ty more il·Jl•ral. state. and local t.1xe' 
ha\e hl'ttl'f working habtts . • tnt! higher 
pnxltllti,it,· 
rn)\ tde nn·�hl technolo.l!ical sktlh 
beconll' prok-sstlln,tl wo�ker� : do.:tors. 
dl·rg� . bW\t'f' 
I 
and that it applies a multiplier of four to that to get the real effect. 
Of course, everyone recognizes that many, many more students attend athletic 
events than vote in student elections and that legislators, in large majority, believe 
intercollegiate athletics have an important place on campus. You all know that 
Professor Norm Dahm is the faculty representative to the Big Sky Conference and 
chairs the cam �Jus committee on Intercollegiate Athletics, I assume. And that matters 
of eligibility, scholarships. and regulations are checked by the athletic director, the 
taculty representative, the registrar, and selected investigating committees? 
Were you really alert to the fact that many persons on the Bronco Athletic Associa­
tion personally signed a note making themselves liable for the $5 million donation to 
tht· Pavilion until it is paid off? A number of these ''fat cats'' are administrators and 
faculty at BSU. Or how about the fact that athletes are limited to less financial aid 
than most other students, by regulation? 
I even know that coaches put in eighteen-hour-days during the several months of 
renuiting while they sleep on friends' couches, borrow cars, and hope- last year's clip­
pings will pursuade someone else to buy lunch because they must stretch a budget 
over the entire season. which would be spent in two days at the University of Illinois. 
More than that, I've stopped in at 11:30 p.m. to investigate lights at the Varsity 
Center after July 15, and the entire staff is there. The same can also happen at 6:.10 
a.m. 
I had more comments about the sign in the gym listing consecutive wrestling 
rhampionships at BSU from out-of-towners who attended the presidential inaugura­
tion ceremonies at BSU than I did about my speech. 
Mostly. though, I view coaches as teachers who provide an extremely important 
and highly influential experic:nce for the student-athletes they instruct. Neither the 
roacht·s nor the athletes deserve to be trt·ared any better or any worse than other 
m<:mbers of the University rommunity. My hope is to help make certain that doesn't 
happen, and if boards, committees, and individuals continue to force me into it, I 
may berome an exp(:n on the matter. 
resulting in 
- payback to taxpayers for more than cost 
-higher standard of living for all through 
more goods available at lower cost 
-the U.S. of A. enjoys a top leadership posi­
tion throughout the world 
-more services available per capita, again 
raising the standard of living 
Colleges provide at relatively low-cost 
-medical clinics 
-agricultural extension services 
-professional conferences 
-technological and scholarly research 
laboratories 
-pools of specialized talent available to 
society as whole to aid in solving prob­
lems of rare diseases, foreign policy, pollu­
tion, unemployment, taxation, water 
supply, and thousands of others. 
Who pays? 
·'The race which does not value 
!1;11·ned intelligence is doomed. ' ' 
-Alfred North Whitehead 
The total costs of education can be 
divided into two pans: 
I) operating costs of colleges, 
including salaries and wages. facilities 
and equipment purchase. supplies and 
st·rvires. maintenance and operations; 
)..j 'l·h 
2) costs incurred by students. 
inrluding income lost through attend­
ing sd10ol rather than working and 
fro. books. and supplies; 66% 
The Carm·gie Commission estimates 
that students and their families pay 
roughly two-thirds of the total costs of 
education through loss of income. 
through fees . hooks. and supplies; 
�orin\ pays about one-d1ird of the COM. 
In tiscal year l1J�O. Idaho appro­
priatt··l $( 2.9� 1.000 for higher educa­
!tllll Dun ng that 'amt· ume. students 
paid $13,111,000 in fees-or more 
than 17% ot the total of appropriated 
and fee dollars. And this 17% does not 
take into acrount the other expenses of 
attending college borne by students 
and their families: lost income, books, 
supplies, extra living expenses. 
In 1976, state appropriated dollars 
for higher education equalled 23% of 
the total budget; in 1918, state 
appropriated dollars for higher educa­
tion equalled 19% of the total budget; 
this year higher education received only 
16% of the state budget. 
There is a negative relationship 
between the price of college admission 
and the probability of students attend­
ing school. Simply stated, higher fees 
shut out students. 
Raising access costs, tuition or fees, 
and providing long-term loans to low 
income students means the middle 
income groups pay for more of their 
own education. "The plan is a not-too­
subtle scheme to take from the middle 
class and give to the poor." Howard 
Bowen 
The costs of education are mainly 
beyond students' control; i e., 
increased minimum wages, implemen­
tation of federally mandated programs 
including affirmative action and occu­
pational safety and health, state 
employee pay hikes, utility costs and 
construction costs to name a few. 
Vinualh· the entire load of an 
upward shift in tuition policies would 
be borne bv the middle class. 
Idaho is �urrentlv a tuition-free state. 
but some members' of the legislature 
want to end this one-hundred \ear's 
traditton If the\ �u�·ceed. histon of 
other stares pro�e� the wst of higher 
niucauon wtll me: far more drasticall� 
than it would wuhout in-�tate tuiuon 
... 
BSU's core crystalizes 
Final courses approved for 81 
By Denise Carsman 
BSU News Services 
After more than two years of study, discussion, and 
revision, the BSU Faculty Senate completed the final 
�reps in a program to upgrade the university's academic 
\tandards when it approved the general education 
rourses for BSU's new core curriculum last month. 
The new requirements will be in the 1981-82 univer­
-.iry catalog and, beginning this fall, students at BSU 
will have to me<.•t a more stringent set of demands 
before they can get their degrees. 
University President John Keiser made the core 
revision one of his top priorities when he first came to 
BSU in \�_]H. At thapim�.l}e apppinte.d an ad hoc com­
mim·e ro determine BSU's core philosophy, its goals, 
and the guidelines for developing a new core corricu­
lum. 
About one-third of the 1 28 credit hours needed to 
graduate at BSU are made up of core courses which are 
designed to develop breadth and intellectual skills. The 
remaining credits fall into two categories, the major 
concentration, providing depth in a particular field of 
study. and electives. which permit a student to pursue 
individual interests. 
After examining different models used at other uni­
\Trsitics around the country. members of the core com­
mince decided to keep BSU's existing core structure 
bnaust· it ··provides the best balance between giving 
students choices and giving them direction'' and 
because it makes the least number of assumptions 
about how knowledge or learning should be organ­
ized," according to a report submitted last April by 
committee's chairman, Charles Davis. 
Within BSU's distributive core framework, students 
seeking degrees must select at least four general educa­
tion courses from those designated in each of the three 
core areas- the arts and humanities, social sciences, and 
life sciences. 
Some of the major recommendations made by the 
core committee to modify BSU's core structure 
included: 
-A minimum C grade will be required to receive. 
ned it for courses in the core curriculum. 
-Students who have not taken and passed the com­
petency exam �iven in BSU's English Composition 
course (E-102) must pass a written English competency 
exam before admission to senio,.class standing. 
Junior-level" riting courses should be developed in 
each major depanmenr. 
Senior professors should be encouraged to teach 
imrodul ton· cour,es 111 th<' con:. 
Stud('l�ts who\c t<'st 'wre� indicate academic prob­
lem-. should be gi,<'n -.pccial adYisor� and programs. 
\\ ill make BSL �rrongcr academic:tll} 
Da\'is thmks the ne'l\ core will make BSU stronger 
irNitutinn academical!\' btGlU\l' it i' the first rime the 
university has had a comprehensive philosophy for core 
courses. namely that they must develop skills of literacy 
and nirical thought. and provide basic knowledge in a 
variety of areas. · 
One change the new guidelines have made is to shift 
goals in core courses by rcstritting them to those that 
arc primarily introductory or basic concepts classes. 
Univn�ity-wide special topics and major courses which 
are limited in scope will no longer be accepted. 
To be approved for the core, courses must also have 
bct·n in the university's curriculum for at least two 
semesters, in addition to meeting other criteria. includ­
ing requirements aimed at developing specific learning 
and communication skills, said Davis. 
Using these guidelines. the number of courses 
students will be able to choose from to fulfill their 
general education requirements was dramatically 
reduced from 250 to 76 by the current ad hoc core com­
mittee, chaired by Warren Vinz. 
''The idea of tightening the core is not only to make 
sure graduating students have a more common experi­
ence but to expose them to the variety of knowledge 
and learning available at the university," explained 
Vinz. 
BSU Student President Sallv Thomas said she thinks 
giving students less leeway in �aking general education 
choices will "not only ensure quality in the program, 
but will also give students the direction they need to get 
the best they can out of their college experience. 
''I think it :s actually harder to make those choices 
from a wider range of subjects than it is from one that is 
narrower.'' she said. ''As a fifth-year senior I sometimes 
wish I could go back and make some more productive 
choices where general education is concerned.'' 
Courses to be reviewed 
According to Vinz, the committee did not have to 
rurn down many requests for courses in the new core. 
''We made certain each department understood the 
guidelines beforehand because nobody Jikes to turn 
down a colleague's proposal." 
An additional 15 courses are stiiJ in the "pipeline" 
somewhere along the approval process route, which 
begins with the core committee, runs through the 
University Curriculum Committee, and on to the 
FalUity Senate, where they are given final approval. 
said Vinz. 
''The process doesn't stop once they are all 
approved," he added. The ad hoc core processing 
committee will be abolished some time this year, but 
the cumculum commmee will continue to review new 
proposals each year. as well as ro review courses already 
in the cofl: eve.ry five years. 
"It will be an on-going proress from here on out. 
The onh imuram<· we have that the core will retain its 
onglllal goal-. i� the review proce�s.'' 
Thoma\ �aid that one area of the core she doe\ have 
!->ome tOiltl'rn about i-. the minimum C grade require­
ment 
''What if a student just can't handle one subject. but 
docs well in all the rest?" she asked. 
According to Vinz, options under the new core are 
still broad in filling each of the areas. For instance, he 
pointed out that students who have trouble with math 
can meet their requirements in the sciences by taking 
astronomy or concepts of geology. 
''There undoubtedly will be some problems that will 
have to be worked out over the next two-three years, 
but I think they will be relatively few.'' 
Birch Bayh Phillis Schlafly 
Bayh, Schlafly 
debate ERA Feb. 25 
Former U.S. Senator from Indiana Birch Bayh and 
Phyllis Schlafly, spokesperson for opponents of the 
women's liberation movement, will meet head on to 
debate the hotly contested Equal Rights Amendment at 
BSU Feb. 25. 
The debate, sponsored by the Student Programs 
Board as part ofBSU's Women's Awareness Week, 
Feb. 23-27, will be in the Student Union Ballroom at 
8p.m. 
Schlafly, a Phi Beta Kappa who holds a master's 
degree from Radcliffe, has testified before many of the 
state legislatures which defeated the ERA, and has 
appeared in numerous public debates with advocates of 
women's liberation and the ERA. Calling it a "fraud," 
she claims the ''ERA won't do anything for women. 
When you add it up, it's a take-away of the rights 
women now have-the right ro avoid the draft, of 
women in the military to be free from combat, and of 
the wife to have the legal guarantee of support." 
Elected in l <)62, Bayh served three terms in the U.S. 
Senate. where he was considered one of the most active 
members in the area of Constitutional reform. 
Tickets. at $3 for general admission and S I for sru­
dems, will be sold. at Carroll's. downrown, the ldaho 
Boobtorc at Westgate Mall. and the BSU Student 
Union Information Booth. 
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Home health nursing 
Housecalls are answer to rising t)ospital costs 
ALUMNI 
· 
BSU NURSING ALUMNA Verlene Kaiser (right) discusses medicat�on side effects with her 
patient, Marguerite Milligan (left). who is recovering from a recent heart attack. 
By� CariiUP 
BSU News Services 
rh mt·dical costs soar out of sight and doctors berome 
inrrea�ingly specialized. some may find it hard to 
hdievc there arc those in the health profession that earn 
their living making houseralls. 
l lonl(' health nursing has berome a rapidly growing 
pan of the nat ion's total health rare system. which ran 
h<· largely attributed to the prohibitive rosts of caring 
li1r patient� in hospitals. arrording to Boise State nurs­
ing graduate Ytrknc Kaistr. 
Kaiser, who rcreivcd her bachelor's degree as a nurse 
pranitionu from BSU in 1 1>77. saw a need for a private 
home health rare scrvirc in the Boise area and decided 
t11 stan herown ''houscrall'' business. 
Kaiser's Home Health, Inc., at 1303 West Fort 
Streel. began in 19/H as a thrcc-pnson corporation that 
provided mming rare and home health aide servires. It 
has since grown to a staff of owr 20 health profes­
,ionals. induding Kaiser who is now sole owner of the 
business. 
In addition. the private agenry's services have· 
txpanded to indude skilled nursing cart·. physiral 
therapy. orrupational therapy. spccrh therapy. medical 
sori:tl work. nutritional counseling. and patient-family 
. . . mstrunton 111 routtne nurstng rare. 
Home health rare agencies like Kaisn's provide the 
ideal health rare solution tor non-arute. rhronir. or 
rc{·uperative patients who do not require hospital rare, 
yet who r:mnot manage at home on their own. 
Many of the services these patients r<·quire were 
formerly offered only in hospitals and nursing homes. 
Arrording to Kaistr. there is a big differenre between 
the kind of rare provided by home health agencies and 
a private duty nursing service. 
''We do not go into the home and spend eight hours 
a day with the pattent. Our goal ts to help that person 
gain independenre as soon as possible. As the length of 
our service increases we should anually be spending less 
time with each visit.'' 
Many patienrs-p;.trticularly the elderly who are the 
major users of home health services-not only feel more 
comfortable, but get well faster. arcording to Upjohn 
6 
Health Care, one of thefirst or�anizations to provide 
home health care in the U.S. 
Familiar surroundings. freedom from institutional 
ruks and �chtdules (like having to eat breakfast at 6:30 
every morning) and the warmth and support of family 
and friends arc just some of the advantages of home 
health care. And, when you add not having to bear the 
high cost of hospital care, it's easy to see why acceptance 
of this alternative service is growing by leaps and 
hounds. 
National reports have shown increases in hospital 
rom have been unparalleled in the American economy. 
The cost of one day of hospital care has gone up by 
more than 1000 percent since I 950, rising at an 
especially high rate in the early I 970's. The Consumer 
PritT Index shows medical costs have been rising faster 
than any other major category of personal expense, and 
economists art· prcdining that by 1985 national health 
. I 
rare costs may nsc another 128 percent. 
Blue Cross plans show that home health care can save 
from I 0. 2- 1 H. 5 days of hospitalization per c-ase, with a 
dollar savings of from $330-$1)00. 
Kaiser says that she, like most health care agencies, 
will bill patients for services by the visit rather than bv 
the hour. The usual visit by a professional lasts from one 
to two hours and in Idaho the average fee is in the $30 
range. 
Typically. she says. members of the home health 
team help patients with routine care such as daily 
insulin inj<·rtions, diet I medication supervision, admin­
istning intravenous solutions. and helping with daily 
excrnsc programs. 
A home health nurse's prim1ry responsibility is to 
assess a p:nicnr'� condition. evaluate their needs, and 
prepare a nursing care plan. She also performs pre­
srrihed trt·atments for the patient. evaluates the 
dfcnivcness of these treatments and reports to the 
patient's physician. 
·'The majority of home health work is really having 
the skill level to evaluate correctly, the ability to 
obserye. and knowing what to observe. From there it's 
mainly tearhing,'' says Kaiser. 
A not her responsibility. which is crucial to the success 
of home health care, involves educating family mem-
bers about how they can take over some of the respon· 
sibility of caring for the patient. 
''If we have to go into the home frequently over a 
period of months, home health care is probably not cost 
effenive for us or the patient. So we work with the 
family to gradually reduce the length and the number 
of visits. If even one family member is willing to par­
tiripate in the care, it works.'' 
Kaiser feels society has a misconception about the 
number of people who' 'would rather put their parents 
into a nursing home and forget them.'' 
"I have found most families prefer this type of ser­
vice to a nursing home- you just happen tO hear more 
about those who don't." 
Many home health nurses also say they get more per­
sonal satisfaction from the job because they are able to 
establish a doser relationship with the patients and 
their families. 
One fact Kaiser stresses is that the home health 
nurses will not see a patient withour a doctor's referral. 
"We arc not out to practice medicine and we are not 
trying to take over a doctor's territory," she says. 
However, she does think nurses who provide health 
rare in the home must be better prepared than the 
average nurse who works in the hospital. 
"Many times we may be the only person who has 
contan with the patient when they are at home, and 
their doctor usually relies on our judgment. In a hos­
pital there are often teams of two or three people and 
each has the chance to observe what the others may 
have missed." 
Some of the nurses who work for Kaiser feel that 
increased reliance on the nurse's judgment improves 
the working relationship between nurse and doctor, 
whi(·h is one thing many hospital nurses rom plain 
about. 
(Continued on next page) 
AS A HOME health nurse, Kaiser takes her 
nursing skills into the homes of patients who 
cannot manage totally on their own. 
•i 
" 
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"Simt I started working in home health I feel like 
tht· douor' neat me more likt· a professional than I ever 
wa' at a ho�pit:tl, " said Kathy Kitdeson. an R.N. who 
ha' htTn with Community Health. Int. for rwo years. 
In home ht·alth ran: work. too. there is the freedom 
tot home \\here and when to work and. sometimes for 
how long a period, so nur�es are able to arrange working 
\thedub around family responsibilities, continued 
\t hooling . and othtr personal needs. adds Kaiser. 
\XIorking in home health has some disadvantages too, 
':"'Kaiser. 
' First . it �tands to rnson there is a considerable 
amount of driving involved in a business that rakes irs 
\t' rYit eo; door to door. 
And sewnd. a home health agency must be certified 
in ordtr to an ept medirare and mediraid patients. 
That means thtre i� a lot of paperwork,'' Kaiser said, 
motioning to the shelves of forms that the nurses must 
fill out for earh visit. 
"In home health you become very good at documen­
tation- you writt' down everything you do and exactly 
why you're doing it if you want to be reimbursed for 
il." 
The proress for Medicare reimbursement (cost 
reports. audits. etc) takes about two years to complete, 
whirh raused a cash-flow problem for Kaiser's business 
during the first year and a half. 
"Business was slow in the beginning. \XIe had a few 
rdtrrals and then more each week. From year one to 
year two the business doubled and we're still running 
�omething like 60 percent more each month than the 
month before." 
Alumni launch 
fund-raising drives 
Boise State's Alumni Association will launch two 
fund-raising drives this spring. 
Om: will be a drive for scholarships that will take 
plan· in selected southwestern Idaho wwns later this 
month and in Marrh. 
Monry rolltned will fund University Club scholar­
ships that are awarded to students from the com­
munities where the monev was raised. 
Alumni director Dyke Nally says that aspect of the 
st holarship is unique. 
"\XIe think the potential for raising money is excel­
lent berause local alumni will be helping students in 
rheir own communities.'' he savs. 
Because the scholarship idea 1s a new one, Nally said 
it will be tested in the Payette-Weiser area, Mountain 
Home. Caldwell. and Grangeville before it is expanded 
to include the rest of the state. 
He explained that key alumni from those areas are 
now organizing teams that will make personal contacts 
and ronduct a phone campaign within the next month. 
The other fund-raising effort is designed to increase 
the number of dues-paying alumni. Nally said a general 
mail campaign and a phone-a-thon will be conducted 
in early March. 
Alumni will be asked to join the association for $15 
per individual or $2 5 per couple dues. There is also a 
Century Club category for donors ofS I 00 or more. 
Nally said the memberships can easily pay for them­
selves because they allow alumni special benefits such as 
use of the BSU swimming pool, library, group insur­
ance, tours. and theatre discount rickets. The dues are 
also tax deductible, he said. 
Last year the Alumni Association raised $10,000 
through dues collections. This money is used to support 
association activities such as Homecoming, the 
Academic Awards Banquet, receptions, and other social 
events for members. 
·.c.,.., 
Alumni in touch 
JOBS 
Mike Ferney, who has been associated with All-Amencan Realty as 
a salesman In the Nampa-Caldwell area, has moved to McCall to 
manage the firm's office there. 
Ferney attended college m Arizona on a baseball scholarship and 
was later drafted by the San Francisco Giants. He completed his 
education at Boise State, where he majored in real estate and finance. 
The Idaho First NatiOnal Bank has announced the promotion of 
Roberta DeKiotz to loan officer in the bank's Filer office. She joined 
the bank In 1978as a trainee in the Filer Office. 
Sylvia Bortin has been added to the stall of the Priest River Medical 
Chn1c as a family nurse practitioner. 
She rece1ved her bachelor of science degree in nursing from BSU In 
1977 with an area of concentration as family nurse practitioner. She 
has been a registered nurse since 1973. 
Officials of lntermountatn Gas Co. have announced the recent pro­
motion of William Donnell, marketing representative in Idaho Falls, to 
the newly created position of conservation director, working in the 
general office engineering department tn Boise. 
Donnell 1s a graduate of BSU with a degree in business administra­
tion. He has been a marketing representative in Idaho Falls since 1976 
and has moved to Boise to assume his new posilton. 
Terry Hutt has been named marketing representative tor Timberline 
Systems. Inc., a Beaverton, Oregon-based computer software com­
pany. Hull w1ll be based in Bo1se and Is in charge of selling computer 
programs to clients in eastern Oregon, southern Idaho, Utah and 
Wyoming. 
Pete Enmons has joined Western Equipment Co. as a marketing 
and promotion manager. 
Larry Wright, a ten-year veteran of the Idaho Dept. of Corrections, 
has been named chlel of security at the Idaho State Penitentiary. 
Wnght, who has a bachelor's degree In Criminal Justice Adminis­
tration from BSU, has been acting security chief at the Institution 
west of BoiS!!. 
Idaho First National Bank has announced the promotion of·David S. 
Hirai to assistant examiner in Idaho First's credit examination depart­
ment. Hirai joined the bank in 1974 as a management trainee assigned 
to the Parma office. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Drawings by Lynn Cothern have been on display this past month at 
"The Truck Stop" on the University of Oregon campus. The show 
represents the first exhibit of Ms. Cothern's works. Plans are currently 
underway lor a show at the Solid Ingenuity gallery In downtown 
Eugene. 
Chris Humphrfly has bee"n selected to serve In the Facility Manage­
ment Intern Program for the Tulsa, Okla. Performing Arts Center. 
Humphrey, a Boise resident. was chosen through an extensive 
nationwide campaign along with two others by the Performing Arts 
Center. He has a degree in Business Management from Boise State 
University. 
Emily Alley, a Boise Junior College graduate, was recently featured 
in the Idaho Statesman's "Portrait of a Distinguished Citizen.'' She 
was noted lor her many civic contributions. 
The Bo1se Philharmonic has announced that John E. Hamilton has 
been named music director of the Treasure Valley Youth Symphony. 
Hamilton graduated from BSC in 1969 with a degree In music edu­
cation. While a student he studied cello and bass viol with John Best. 
He is a past member of the Boise Philharmonic Orchestra, the BSU 
Community Orchestra and the Boise Symphonette. He is currently 
string instructor at Borah High School. 
Richard A. Schwarz of Idaho Falls, currently serving his second 
year as chairman of the Fish and Game Commission, has been named 
"Conservationist 1980" by Idaho Wildlife Magazine. 
Dr. David Runner ('69) presented an organ recital Jan. 6 in Caldwell. 
Runner. currently an associate professor of music at Milligan College, 
Tennessee, studied organ with Dr. C. Griffith Bratt and was the recip­
Ient of a Nat1o'1al Federation of Music Clubs scholarship. He was also 
a winner of ttoe BSU Silver Medallion and a student senator. 
Joseph G. Young ('59, Accounting) has recently returned to Boise 
and established a CPA firm, "Blaine & Young." 
: t 
OBITUARIES 
Carlyn Lyle Denlinger, 43, died Dec. 3, of natural causes In Boise. 
Timothy R. "T-Bone" West, 24. died Dec. 20 at the !'lome of a cousin 
1n Boise. 
He attended BSU lor 2 years and was a member of the golf team He 
worked lor Tennyson Transfer and Storage in Boise. 
Lottie E. Nelson, 26, died Dec. 20 in an automobile acc1dent near 
Jerome. 
She worked as a home health nurse lor the EI-Ada Community 
Act1on Agency and lor the.Central District Health Dept. She was a 
member to the Kuna First Baptist Church, American Legion Aux11tary, 
Independent Order of Foresters, Desert East Volunteer Fire Depart­
ment, Kuna Parent-Teacher Assoc. and EI-Ada Family Services. 
Memorials may be made to the Desert East Fire 01strict, Kuna 
83634. 
Eric S. Norland, 31, Madras, Ore., formerly of Caldwell, died Dec. 
21 In an automobile accident west of Madras. 
Memorials may be made to the Chris and Eric Norland Memonal 
Library Fund, Mountain View Hospital, Madras, Ore. 97741. 
Mitchell Rhodes, 21. died Jan. 14 in a motel lire at Richland, Wash. 
He had been employed in construction work throughout the North­
west since his graduatiOn from vocational training at BSU. He 
received a certificate in welding. 
Richard "Rick" D. Golrl, 27, of Caldwell, d1ed Jan. 14 in an auto­
mobile accident near Parma. 
He had served in the Idaho National Guard as a helicopter mech­
anic. He was a respiratory therapist at Caldwell Memorial Hospital 
and later at Blaine County, Weiser and McCall hospitals. He had 
worked lor Carnalton Co. in Nampa lor the past 11h years. He was a 
member of St. Mary's Catholic Church and Caldwell Elks Lodge No. 
1448. 
Memorials may be made to Caldwell Basque Charity in care of Tony 
Gabiola, Route 6, Caldwell 83605. 
WEDDINGS 
Mary J•n Prickett and Jemes A. Harris, II, were joined in matri­
mony during an evening ceremony on Oct. 17. 
The bride is employed as a med1ca1 technician at St. Alphonsus 
Hospital and the bridegroom is attending BSU and the Biblical 
Studies Center. 
Tlare Maher became the bride of Dan Ferguson at a wedding mass 
held Oct. 18. 
The bride is employed as a secretary for Idaho first National Bank in 
Homedale. 
The couple lives In Homedale. 
Oct. 24 was the wedding day lor Ann Plocher and Tom Korpalskl 
The new Mrs. Korpalski is employed as Senior Secretary for the 
Idaho Dept. of Health and Welfare, Div. of Environment. Her husband 
is employed in the same department as a Senior Environmental 
Engineer. 
Penny C. Ross of Forest Grove, Ore., and Dana M. Mann of Lake 
Grove, Ore., formerly of Meridian, were married Oct. 25. 
He is a machinist at Electro Scientific Industries at Beaverton, and 
they are making their home at Forest Grove. 
Michelle Larson and Michael Moma, married Nov. 22, will make 
their home in Anchorage, Alaska. The bride was co-owner of the Nifty 
90's Antique Shop. 
Barbara Ann Brack and Edward Gene Kurtz, Jr., were united in mar­
. riage Dec. 6. The couple is making their home in Arco. 
Michael Schell married Patricia Musser on Aug. 8 in Nampa. He Is a 
draftsman at Trus Joist and she works at a medical clinic in Nampa. 
United In marriage on Dec. 20 were Barbara Jan Lawrence and 
Walter Perrie Freestone. The groom, a 1976 graduate of BSU, is farm­
ing south of Hansen. 
Dec. 20 was the wedding day of Rosa Linda Cedillo and Tom A. 
Rothenberger. The bride is employed by St. Alphonsus Hospital. Her 
husband is a BSU student. 
Gene S. Suydam and Judy C. Duncan were married Dec. 27 at the 
home of her parents. She is employed by Ada County E. M.S. and he 
works for Ko-Tem Industries. 
Married Dec. 31 In Seattle were Kim Burns, Kirkland, Wash .. and 
Stan Sinclair, former Rupert resident, presently of Kirkland. 
The bridegroom worked lor Sinclair Shutters In Rupert lor two years 
prior to moving to Seattle, where he currently operates Sinclair Art­
works, a photographic business. 
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Intercollegiate athletics 
Should the State pay? 
SPORTS -
By Larry Gardner 
Fans pushed into Bronco Stadium by the tens of 
thousands during football season, but during this tight 
budget-setting year intercollegiate athletics may have 
trouble finding such strong support in the Idaho Legis­
lature. 
Some members of the Legislature have even gone so 
far as to suggest that all state support for intercollegiate 
athktirs-$1.R million in the current fiscal year-be 
"ithdrawn. 
Just what the Legi�lature finally decides is still uncer­
tain. But one thing seems inevitable ... in the future 
athlnir administrators at Idaho's universities will have 
to fund budgets �welled by inflation with a decreasing 
amount ot statt· tax dollars. 
Janet Hay, president of the State Board, describes the 
dilemma of funding education in general and athletics 
in partilUiar: 
·'If the program� were to be maintained at the same 
level that they now exist without state support. student 
fee� would have to be raised so murh that it would be 
impossible to rontinue. There would have to be a dras­
tit rt·qrunuring of the intcrrollcgiate athletic program. 
"Tht· on!) program that wuld be maintained would 
be BSU football. and depending on how the basketball 
season turns out. rna) be the basketball programs at ISU 
and U of I might pmsibly rome dose to becoming self­
'upponing.'' 
When considering the state appropriation for ath­
letics in institutions of higher learning in Idaho, 
coarhes' salaries make up the bulk of that money. 
Funding for equipment, travel and other facilities 
comes from gate receipts, student fees and booster club 
donations. 
Reserve could be gone 
Ifcurrent funding requests are met at BSU without 
increased sources of revenue, the BSU athletic reserve 
fund would be depleted, said Ron Turner, the school's 
budget director. Turner pointed out that the present 
budget contains about S 149,000 of reserve fund money 
even though baseball was dropped to fund the rest of 
the program. 
Federal guidelines requiring equal funding of 
women's athletirs have had a major effect on funding 
problems. but nobody is complaining about the 
requirements at BSU. Continued compliance will 
rt·quire additional dips into the reserve fund, Turner 
predined. but that fund will be empty with one more 
year of borrowing at the present rate. 
Kitty Gurnsey. co-chairman of the Joint Finance­
Appropriations Committee. is one dissenter, however, 
on the issue of federal guidelines. 
''I personally think equal opportunities for girls and 
�;ollege athletics has gotten out of hand. I played bas­
ketball in high school. and frankly I'm envious of the 
programs required by the federal government today. 
"Men's basketball programs pay their own way." 
Gurnsey. though quibbling with federal guidelines 
in one area, would not slash athletics with a broad­
sword. 
"In my opinion athletics is really a part of education. 
Think of all the people who get an education because of 
intercollegiate athletics," she said. "And there are cer­
tainly lifetime benefits from spons such as tennis. golf. 
sw1mmmg .... 
''There's more talk about golf around the office than 
the concert the night before.'' Gurnsey said. 
Carol Ladwig. women's athletic director at BSU. 
believes that athletir participation of all kinds is a vital 
parr of the total educational experience at a university. 
''I have a very broad idea of what a university educa­
tion comprises,'' L<�dwig said. ''It should develop an 
individual intellectually, emotionally and physically to 
the very best they are able to achieve.'' 
But there are some roadblocks in the path of the 
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student, male or female. who wants to pursue athletic 
development, Ladwig bdi<:vei. 
''The individual who wants to achieve in music is 
accepted on campus. As is the physicist or chemist. 
Why not the individuals who want to excel in their 
bodies? 
''Things that people forget when they consider ath­
letics on campus are twofold.'' ladwig said. ''No. 1, 
athletics let an individual excel. No. 2, athletics provide 
training for professions the same as any other. At least 
')0 percent of our college athletes areplanning a career 
in whirh their participation in athletics is their labora­
tory experience.'' 
Ladwig listed some examples: Physical education 
tearhers, coaches at all levels, city recreation program 
personnel. little league coaches and instructors at 
YMCAs across the nation. 
"In this era of fitness center growth we need people 
who rt·ally understand how the human body works. 
Tht'n there is the whole area of physical therapy. 
'·Most if they had not been involved as athletes in 
quality programs would not have had an avenue to 
most of those programs.'' 
· 
Ladwig also stressed that ' 'those things learned in 
at hktirs arc directly related to success. Athletes learn to 
work under stress. In a world filled with Stress. th<'rt" are 
lms of former athl<.·tes who are successful where others 
may bt· failing. 
"In 01her words, athletics does prepare a student for 
adult lift' berause much of what he does in athletic 
romp<.·tition is murh more practial than many of the 
othn dasst·s. In other areas you learn theory. but no 
praniral appliration. 
"Athletes express it as they learn it. It gives them a 
ht"ad start." Ladwig said. 
"lntegr.tl part of our sysrem" 
Dr. John Keiser. BSU president. described the intrin­
sir value of athletics in the overall strucrure of the 
universitv: 
·' I believe that intercollegiate athletics at BSU is very 
murh an integral part of our entire program. that ic was 
from the beginning during times that were very much 
more difficult than these-the 1 <)30s-and that ic will 
be in the furure. 
''For a long time there has been a criticism in 
t\meriran society that the university d1dn't deal enough 
with values. I think if on any given day you wam ro hear 
a mnversation about values. not just winning and 
losing but competition, the effect of planning and 
organization, the effect of maximum effort, the neces­
sity to work together with others, the importance of 
kadcrship, things thar I consider to be values, you will 
find it more on athletic fields and in locker rooms than 
anywhere else if it's (athletics) appropriately done," 
Keiser said. 
''I think that intercollegiate athletics, at least at BSU 
has a major catalytic effecr on that union berween the 
broader community and the university that I think is 
critical to our future. 
·'Not only does it attract funds. but as one of the 
football players told me before the Grambling State 
game: He said 'I know it's difficult for many of the 
people who are going to buy tickets for this game to 
afford them because times are tough, but if we can be 
winners maybe they'll be able to identify with that, feel 
good about themselves and make good things happen 
for them in 1981 '. " 
Two reasons for athletics 
The value of athletics is rwo-fold. Hay believes: 
''There are two reasons for athletics,'' she said. ''Om 
is to provide an outlet for students to participate in 
sports and to develop their skills because some of these 
students will become coaches, and they will be dealing 
with young people. They need to know something 
about competitive athletics. 
''But in the eyes of the public and in the eyes of our 
university presidents, I'm afraid, the prime importance 
of intercollegiate athletics is its public relations value. 
''That's really what's happened to football and bas­
ketball. They have become extensions of the public 
relations office and maybe that's how we ought to con­
sider them,'' Hay said. 
The public relations value of athletics rates high on 
the list of priorities of many Boiseans, and one of them 
is Tom MacGregor, former president of the Bronco 
Athletic Association: 
"First of all," MacGregor said, "I feel a quality 
intercollegiate athletics program is an integral and 
important part of university life at an instirution the 
size of BSU. 
- ·- -
- ... . - -. --. -. ... � -
'·A sucressful program serves as a focal point in draw­
ing interest to the university. Interest is expanded 
through personal involvement and financial involve­
ment with the university,'' MacGregor said. 
··A lot of attention has been drawn to Boise from the 
quality football program at BSU. It's a vital part of 
BSU, or at Idaho or ISU.'' 
Despite the values of athletics on the college level. 
whether they be mostly benefits derived by the par­
tiripants or the more intangible ones revolving around 
the public relations factors, funding of the programs at 
Idaho colleges may be in jeopardy. It will take more 
money merely to perpetuate the programs on a status 
quo level. 
Students question athletics 
Most members of the community contacted felt one 
of the two values of athletics was adequate to continue 
support, but not all students felt the same way. At least 
the elected leaders of students at BSU expressed various 
doubts about programs that didn't provide a tangible 
benefit for the money they spent on an education. 
While she admits she felt pride in a national cham­
pionship football team, BSU student body president 
Sally Thomas said that much of the feedback she 
received from fellow students during her recent election 
campaign could hardly be classified as blind support of 
athletics. 
''The largest sentiment expressed was that students 
did not support paying for athletics. If the money had 
to be paid, they would much prefer that it go into the 
library, or for some other academic program,'' Thomas 
said. 
"Most students don't separate minor (lifetime) 
sports from football and basketball. They say they don't 
want to support football and basketball .. . they don't 
want to do away with it, they just say they don't want 
their money to go into it.'' 
Thomas said the athletic program provides an impor­
tant part of the academic experience on the one hand, 
and generates donations back to the university because 
of its public relations value on the other. 
''While I concur in the belief that athletics helps a 
person prepare for life's give and take and teaches fair 
play and the value of competition, I think it's a serious 
problem if athletics are allowed to predominate. Then 
only students who are exceptional athletes are allowed 
to participate,'' Thomas said. 
Thomas said she also supported one project related to 
athletics, and that was an expanion of the intramural 
program. 
''I would like to see intramurals given the kind of 
credence it deserves so students have a real opportunity 
to participate, including the 90 percent who don't live 
in dorms.'' 
The student body president expressed her concern 
about what she described as the over-emphasis of the 
football program. 
''I can't help but be concerned about a sports pro­
gram so highly emphasizsed that it receives two weeks 
of publicity on the front page of the sports section prior 
to the Grambling and Camillia Bowl games. At the 
same time the literary magazine won the two top prizes 
in the nation, but the story was buried inside one of the 
sections. 
"What, tell me, is the perception of the community 
concerning the kind of teasing from other universities 
in Idaho when the students say: 'What BSU is looking 
for is a school its football team can be proud of'.'' 
But Dr. Keiser also has reactions to feedback from 
the community: 
''I think when you get Boiseans on one side of the 
stadium and ISU or Idaho on the other, there's a lot 
more meaning than just wanting to see one young man 
hit another young man harder. And so, as far as I'm 
concerned, there always will be intercollegiate athletics 
at BSU, in perspective, united to our major goal, which 
is to create educated. persons,'' Keiser said. 
"In response to what I think society wants, I think 
part of what society wants is to have intercollegiate 
athletics as part of their experience. If they didn't I'm 
sure they would have been eliminated in the 1930s 
when the trough was much deeper than it is now.'' 
Fees here are lowest 
Keiser said that one important point that he wanted 
to make is that BSU had not asked for an increase in 
. student fees. 
"Students at ISU are paying twice as much ($37). 
Students at the University of Idaho are paying three 
times as murh ($55) as our students are, and in terms of 
support of buildings, one of which is the pavilion. they 
are al\o paying as much or more at those two univer­
sities for support of buildings, the Kibbie Dome, the 
M inidome and the bonds related to those. 
"We are not asking students to pay any more, and 
we arc not asking for more appropriated monies. The 
long-range plan is that studies of women's sporrs have 
indicated that we needed an administrator that could 
handle it and we got one. They indicated that under 
law we needed equitable treatment. and we arc moving 
toward that . The) indicated that womc�n needed equit­
able faril ities and that was pan of the drive for the 
multipurpose pavilion. 
"Evel) body recognizes that the BSU football team i� 
the only self-supporting athletic program in Idaho­
the only one. But the study and the conversations 
attendant upon it felt that there could be. at least at 
BSU. other self-supporting athleuc.programs, par­
titularly basketball," Keiser said. 
Equal share of the curs 
If cuts must be made-and the final word has yet to 
rome on the issue-BSU Athletic Director Lvle Smith 
said he believes athletics must take its lump; along with 
whatever programs the Legislature. or the State Board 
deems curable. 
"In addition to the benefits that athletics has for the 
participants, it is the one activity in a university 
community that probably holds more interest for more 
people than any oth<;r, and I think that's important. I 
think it's an activity that we can rally around and 
people can feel that they are a part of. It tends to bring 
people together. In this day and age that is something 
that we need in our society. 
''Any thoughts that we have had in regard to cuts. 
we have taken them across the board as best the activity 
ran absorb those cuts. In this regard I would urge 
whoever is making the decisions to consider athletics 
and what it does tor the university community right 
along with all other programs. 
"I don't have a definition of ' university.' but it 
seems to me that the connotation of university would 
embrare more than the old readin', writin' and 'rith­
metic. To have a university talks about a variety of 
things. It's music and art and athletics and extra­
rurrirulars above and beyond the very basics,'' Smith 
said. 
Some BSU fans would not have an across-the-board 
cut that might in their opinion water down an entire 
program. Tom MacGregor is one: 
"Cuts? 
"I don't believe in across-the-board cuts, but selec­
tive ruts. I would rather have quality than quantity,'' 
MacGregor said. 
"BSU has to have additional funding and I don't 
know of any more belt tightening that can take place. I 
believe the people in this state share that belief. I think 
they are willing to fund it,'' MacGregor said. 
"It's a matter of educating the people and then the 
people getting to the Legislature-the Legislature has 
not been getting the message up to this point.'' 
The program at BSU has been cut to the limit. In 
order to retain NCAA Division I-AA status a university 
must field nine sports, and after chopping baseball last 
(Continued on p�•ge 15) 
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Morrison Center location between Tower's [esidence hall and science building 
By Larry Burke 
BSU News Services 
How do you design a performing hall versatile 
enough to handle the powerful sounds of a philhar­
monir orch<·stra and the delicate notes of a piano solo? 
Then. how do you join that to another building that 
\erves a potpourri of needs in theatre. music. and 
danre? h must be a farility the university can use as well 
as a center for the community. 
Oh. and explain how you can keep the two sections 
-eparatt· enough so people won't bump into each other. 
hut rlost· enough to share shops. dressing rooms. 
swrage art·as, and the lobby. 
And . pkasc make that all work with as little money 
as possible ... say$13 million. 
Those aren't easy questions. but Morrison Center 
arthitens from Lombard-Conrad have come up with 
'orne clever answers that will make Boise's new cultural 
lt'ntt·r one of the most innovative in the nation. 
One year after his team of arrhiterts began work 
ddlning tht· needs of the university and community 
through researrh and drawing. Ernie Lombard says 
they've rome up with a very inexpensive but rarefully 
planned building that will serve the groups that will use 
11 . . •  and be aesthetirally pleasing too. 
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Lombard, obviously talking about one of his favorite 
topics, took FOCUS on an architect's tour of the build­
ing. pointing out the artistic, philosophical, mechan­
ical. and architectural high points along the way. 
The siter 
Originally planned for the central campus. the build­
ing was re-located to a riverside site between the Towers 
and the Sricnre Building. Aside from practical reasons 
such as parking and service, the new location away from 
the rampus core places the Morrison Center in the 
middle of the city's other cultural attractions ... the 
rt·st of th<· university. the art gallery, historical 
museum. and library. 
-
In addition. the river bank setting, with its cotton­
woods and other greenery, provide some natural land­
scaping that Lombard felt would add to the attractive­
ness and uniqueness of the building. 
The lobby will include an all-glass river front so 
patrons can enjoy the park-like setting. 
Lombard says a great deal of thought went into the 
entrance of the Morrison Center, something that is 
often overlooked in stmilar buildings. 
The dramatic setting, which he says would cost $3 
million ro re-create, will help set the tone for per­
formances inside the center. 
''Going to the theatre should be an event from the 
time you put on your suit until the curtain falls. Enter­
ing this building will be an experience in itself,'' 
Lombard explains. 
The riverside entrance won't front a parking lot, but 
there will be a large driveway where patrons can be 
dropped off while others in the party park the car. 
Persons who leave their cars in Julia Davis Park can 
enter through the riverside entrance. 
But those who use the Towers parking lot won't have 
to walk around the building, Lombard points out. They 
will be able to come in through another entrance that. 
faces the campus. 
Lombard says the two· 'front'' doors serve a symbolic 
as well as functional purpose because one faces the com­
munity and the other faces the university. thus illustrat­
ing the tie.s between the two. 
The lobby 
The lobby, says Lombard, will be a very open, very 
light area because of the large windows in front and 
skylights overhead. The interior back wall, which will 
be lined with trees, will be angled to direct the 
audience into the performing hall. 
Trees, and a circular stairway will combine with the 
brick and wood interior to create a natural look that is 
harmonious with the setting outside, adds Lombard. 
From the lobby, patrons can either go upstairs to the 
mezzanine level (800 seats) or enter the stage level area 
( 1200 seats) from ooe of 10 doors. Searing will be con­
tinental style, with no middle aisle. 
From their seats; audiences will see a proscenium arch 
60 feet wide. The stage. 68 feet deep, contains a 12' x 
43' orchestra lift. A unique feature of the stage will be 
an orchestra shell twice the size of a standard house. 
This large structure will be moved from the rear of the 
stage ro the proscenium opening on air casters when the 
orchestra performs. 
Like the lobby, the interior will be a combination of 
brick and oak, again creating a warm atmosphere. 
·'When people are in the hall I want them to feel like 
they are inside a giant musical instrument,'' says 
Lombard. 
From the outset, architects knew that traditional 
acoustical designs would not work in the Morrison 
Center because of the variety of performances it would 
hold. The answer was to design a building that could be 
''tuned'' by adjusting large panels mounted on walls 
and hung from the ceiling. Acoustical drapes that can 
be adjusted wil! also be a part of the ''tuning'' process. 
' 
Using that system, the building will have excellent 
acoustics, regardless of the performance, says Lombard. 
Theatre patrons, if they look carefully, will find an 
unusual design in the ceiling. Because sound must have 
a certain amount of volume, most theatres hide their 
catwalks, rigging and lights above a' 'false ceiling,'' but 
then have to make the building much taller. 
In the Morrison Center these features will be left 
open, thus allowing room for sound to travel but 
eliminating the need for an expensive "false ceiling" 
and a taller building. 
Lombard explains that the ceiling won't be distract­
ing because everything will be painted black, hidden 
with black curtains and audience lights. 
Most important, Lombard says the building will work 
acoustically. 
''Many times people sacrifice acoustics for the visual 
aspects ... architecture gets in the way of a room work­
ing. But if it doesn't function when the lights go out, 
design doesn't make a bit of difference." 
Music-Theatre Building 
The academic portion of the Morrison Center will 
have many things in it: solo piano practice rooms, a 200 
scat multi-torm theatre and a 200 seat recital hall and 
all their required support spaces. 
To fit all of that under one roof and still keep costs 
within reason, architects had to come up with some 
creative ways to combine functions. 
To do that, they designed the large performing hall 
and the theatre and rehearsal halls in the academic sec­
tion so they share a common lobby, dressing rooms, 
and backstage areas. Those combinations saved about 
20,000 square feet, and cut the building's cost to 
one-third of what it would have been, explains 
Lombard. 
Architects stressed versatility in their designs by plan­
ning rooms that serve several purposes. 
The ground floor will feature five large performing or 
rehearsal areas, each with multiple use potential for 
both the university and community. 
The "Stage Two" multiform theatre will be adjust· 
able to nearly any type of stage available, including 
theatre-in-the-round, and will house many of the 
theatre department's plays. The walls will be covered 
with an adjustable drape to improve acoustics, and the 
room will have the state of the an lighting and sound 
systems. To add to irs versatility, it will hold up to 200 
patrons on cushioned seats that can be adjusted to fit 
the stage configuration. When not in use the seats will 
be collapsed and stored at the end of the room. 
Located just off the main lobby, ''Stage Two'' can 
also double as a reception ar'ea for premieres or other 
major performances in the large hall. 
Another room that will have heavy audience use is 
the studio recital hall. a 200-seat room that will be used 
"When people are inside the hall/ 
want them to fee/like they aFe inside a 
giant musical instrument. " 
"Entering this building will be an 
experience in itslllf. " 
Entrance fronting the Boise River 
for small musical performances. 
A central sound studio that can either record or play 
music to other rooms throughout the building will be 
in the back of the room. 
The ground floor will also contain a studio rehearsal 
room that will be a teaching lab where acting and 
directing classes can set up scenery and lights. It can 
double as a rehearsal space for' 'Stage Two'' and will 
have a mirrored wall and dance bar for dance classes. 
Two large musical rehearsal areas, one for choirs and 
rhe or her for orchesrra or band, complete the series of 
five large rooms on the ground floor. These two rooms, 
with specially designed walls to ensure good acoustics, 
will be flexible enough to handle rehearsals by univer­
siry groups in the day and rehearsals by community 
groups in the evening. 
The ground level will also have a scene shop, rooms 
for ear training, percussion practice, instrument repair, 
instrument storage, organ teaching and faculty offices. 
The second floor will house a lab for classes in 
costume and scene design, piano practice rooms, 
general classrooms, group and individual dressing 
rooms, a music studio, and more faculty offices. 
The third level will consist mostly of music studios, 
offices for faculty, ensemble practice rooms, a costume 
shop, and storage. 
Exterior 
The size of the building will probably surprise most 
people, Lombard thinks. The stage house will stand 10 
stories high, then drop to 6 stories fo� the seating area. 
View from Tower's parking lot 
The classroom senion will be 3 srories high. 
The Morrison Center will stretch 4 50 feet in length 
and pranically fill up all the space between the Towers 
and Science Building. It will also rake up about two 
rows of parking. 
A series of horizontal and vertical lines will break up 
the large amount of exterior wall areas. That, with the 
stepping of forms, will provide visual interest to the 
building, says Lombard. 
The Morrison Center is a project that Lombard, his 
partner Joe Conrad, and their team have lind with ever 
since they entered the selection process in 1979. Since 
then, Lombard has explained the building 156 times to 
community and university groups and state agencies. 
His firm now has 3 architects and 5 draftsmen assigned 
to the project. 
The project architect is Robert Rudeen. 
Lombard is plainly excited about the contribution 
the bUJidtng w111 make to a oty that can· t satisty its 
rraving for the arts with the existing facilities and to a 
university that needs a berrer setting for music and 
drama. 
' The mix of university and community interests is 
what will make this building successful. The support 
people ... stage, lighting, sound ... the university can 
provide are what make it affordable. And it will be a 
tremendous learning experience for students to see how 
those big performances are set up ... very few students 
elsewhere get that opportunity. 
''This building is a trend-setter. I can't think of any 
others like it that are on a university campus." 
MORRISON CENTER 
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Morrison legacy 
Public service, philanthropy 
It was I H<J<J when a young Harry Morrison got his first 
ta\IC of tht wnstruuion businc�� as a wattr boy for 
Hate' and Rogn� in Chicago. 
Half a < etl l ury later, the construccion company he 
liHtnded in 13oi�e with M. H. Knudsen was one of the 
large't in the world, completing projens in over 60 
< oun: n�·'· 
l�ut '' hik hc "ork<:d hard to manage his growing 
<<�nlpany. I larry Morrison didn't forget the community 
'' hne it� livcd or its tiny junior college. !larry Morrison 
ht.ilt mort· than a wn�trunion tompany; he also built a 
It g.tt y of puhli< �crvi�e and philanthropy in his home 
{O\' n. 
'I o thc rity he donated a beautiful riverside stretrh of 
latH! f�1r a public park. To the junior wllege he was as 
gnwrou<. ''it h hi, businessman's expertise as he was 
''it h hi, pm kt·t hook. He served as a wllcge trustee for 
1 1 year�. and often paid visits to the campus, showing a 
hTn intere't in tht· band and other musit groups. 
In hi' lifetime Harry Morrison anompli ... hed many 
thing ...  hut he kft uttc unfulfilled dream ... a per-
li•rming an' renter for the city he loved so much. It was 
ahout tiw only projen he didn't finish ahead of 
'thnluk. 
Now. \o llie 2) yetr' after Morrison first had the idea, 
Boi'e "ill finally get it� pnfC.lrmtng arrs n·•m·r. thanks 
to the kadn,hip and pn�t'\TratHe of his widow Vdma. 
II ma\ ha�t· been llarn· �1 orri�on 's dream. but it i� 
\'dm;1 l\1 orri,<Hl ''ho ��·ill make it wmc true. 
Sharing the 'ame wmmunity spirit and progressive 
thinl..111g a' iwr late hu,hand. Vdma Morri,on ha, becn 
.11 the l01d'rotll uftht· pnforming art,lTIHl'f efforr for 
ncarh a dnade. "hen ,he fir'' pledged $1.) million ro 
hdp gn the ptojelt 'tan nl. Tiw building wa' originally 
planncd fur the p;trl... hut wa' put on rhe �hdf after 
\<Her' fa tled to ;1ppnnt· .1 bond '''ut· h \\a\ rniH·d two 
. . . 
\Cil\ ag11 a' .1 )<IIIli Ulll\l'l\ll� -\Ulllmunrty YeiHUfC. 
Then \1r' \1\lrrl\<lll rcncwnl hn finanuJI pledge. 
and that kadn,hrp �purred a fund- rai�ing dnn· that 
�\llllotal :111 addiuonal5·1.) mill run. enough 10 fin all) 
n1.1l..e til� projen a rt·:tlity 
1\tr, �torn,on .... ay� the \l'llll'l. which will be named 
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after her late husband, is something Boise has needed 
for a long time. 
'·\X' t· m is� so m ut h here because we don't have a 
pla�e for cultural shows. 
''I'm just overwhelmed with the response of all the 
individuals and wrporations that have gotten behind 
it." 
While that response from the community may be 
grarifying. it is a simple fan that the building wouldn't 
have been possible without her support. 
o armchair philanthropist, Velma Morrison chooses 
her projcns carefull}. bur remains dedicated tO them. 
That dediration is why she has persevered when many 
other� felt the performing arts cesnter was doomed. 
And that rotal involvement in her projects is why she 
was inwnspill ously on stage the opening gala night of 
the rt-rem produnion of Vaudeville Revr:rited. playing a 
slimmed down, of not more attractive version of Sophie 
Turkcr. 
Henry David Thoreau said philanthropy is perhaps 
the only vinue that is sufficiently appreciated by 
mankind. 
Evidem:c.: of that comes from the long list of honors 
� Velma Morrison has n:reived for her work with higher " 
cduration, hospitals, and other organizations. 
Just this winter Pepperdine University in Malibu, 
Calif. granted her an honorary degree. She received a 
Silver Medallion from Boise State in 1979, and has been 
honored for her support of the Sansum medical clinic in 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 
Why has she remained so steadfast in her support of 
the performing ans center? 
l lcr answer is vintage Morrison. 
··It\ just something that needed to be done ... so 
wr gm in and Jrd iL · · 
Swashbuckling 
opera Feb. 27-28 
"The Pirates of Penzance," a popular light opera by 
Gilbert and Sullivan. will be staged Feb. 27-28 by the 
BSU Opera Theatre. 
Curtain time for both performances is 8:15p.m. 
The musiral. which first opened on Broadway 100 
years ago. has returned there this year with Linda Ron­
stadr playing the role of the beautiful heroine Mabd to 
rapacity audiences. 
Seaule Opera performerJuli Holland is cast as Mabel 
in rhe BSU production. Holland. who made her debut 
in Geneva. Switzerland, singing in Wagner's "Tann­
haeuser." will sing in "The Abduction from the 
Seraglio" with both the Portland and Seattle opera 
rompanres next season. 
Playing opposire her in the role of Frederic is Glen 
Grant. Borah High School choral director and BSU 
voice instructor. Grant sang the part of Don Ottavio in 
the Boise Civic Opera production of "Don Giovanni" 
lasr fall. 
· 
Vinor Charon will direct the production, with 
Charks Lauterbach as stage director. 
David Eichmann. Treasure Valley voice teacher and 
performer. is cast as Major General Stanley. James E. 
Simmerman, area performer and past president of the 
Boise Civic Opera, will sing the role ofThe Pirate King. 
Sara Duggin is assistant directOr. with Bitsy Bidwell 
supervising costumes. Anna Holley and Shirley Heller 
wrll accompany the performances. and Pam Abas is in 
rharge of publicrty. 
Tickets for ''The Pirates of Penza nee·' are available at 
Dunkley Music. Ilobinger Music. the Bo1'e Stare Music 
Department and BSL Swdent Unton Information 
Hl>Oth 
Co�t isS 1 fnr general admi,�ion and S2 for students 
and \enror citizcm. 
Facts about the 
Morrison Center 
Is the Morrison Center the Pavilion? When will it be 
huilt? Who will use it? How much does it cost? 
Questions and more questions have popped up as 
talk of the proposed Morrison Center for the Fine and 
Performing Arts increases. FOCUS has prepared this 
special question and answer column to bring you up-to· 
date on the building's status. 
Why build the Morrison Center when we are already 
building the Pavilion? 
The two buildings will serve different purposes. The 
pavilion will hold large audiences, up to 11,000, for 
shows and sporting events that don't demand an 
intimate setting or specialized acoustics. 
The Morrison Center, on the other hand, will seat 
2,000, and will be used for opera, theatre, musicals and 
�imilar cultural events that won't attract such large 
audiences. Because it will be designed only as a per­
forming hall, the acoustics will be much more special­
ized than those in the pavilion. 
Just what will go into the Morrison Center? 
The Center will combine two units, a performing hall 
and a music and theatre arts classroom building. 
How is the Morrison Center being financed? 
The performing hall is being funded through $8 
million in private donations. That money is nearly 
raised. Since the other pan is a classroom building, the 
state ofldaho has been asked to appropriate $').2) 
million for it. All that remains of that amount is the 
final $2.5 million request that is not before the legis­
lature. 
When will construction begin? 
If the legislature approves the final $2.5 million this 
winter. the state will call for construction bids about 
) une I. Those will be opened about July 1, with the 
ground-breaking scheduled for about August 1. The 
building will take two years to complete, which means 
it will open its doors in the fall of 1983. 
How much will the building be used? Will the com­
munity have access to it? 
Because of its versatility, the building will be used 
days and evenings by both university and community 
groups. The performing hall will be used more than 50 
percent by the community. Many of the rehearsal and 
performing areas in the classroom section will also be 
available during evening hours. 
Who will pay for maintenance of the building? 
Since part of the Morrison Center is a classroom, 
some maintenance will be paid for by the university. 
Maintenance and staffing of rhe performing center will 
be paid !Jy users. 
Will there be enough parking? 
The building will face the large parking lot next to 
the Towers, which is not busy during weekends. There 
are several hundred parking spaces in Julia Davis Park, 
just a short walk from the building. On nights when the 
Towers lot is filled, it is possible that a shuttle system 
will operate between the Stadium lot and the Morrison 
Center. 
Why was the size limited to 2,000 seats? Wouldn't it 
be better to build a bigger haU? 
Studies have shown that 2,000 seats is the ideal size, 
both from economical and acoustic standpoints. With a 
smalletcapacity, ticket prices would have to be high to 
cover the cost. With a larger capacity, acoustical quality 
diminishes, which may discourage patrons from attend­
tng events. 
� 
Western Writers 
A continuing BSU series 
Who wrote the story for the spectacular survival film 
"A Man Called Horse?" 
And who was it that wrote this famous passage? 
Behind him lay the gray Azores. 
Behind the Gates of Hercules; 
Before him not the ghost of shores. 
Behind him only shoreless seas. 
Dororhy Johnson is a writer who, even after the suc­
cess of the movie versions of several of her stories 
including "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance" and 
"The Hanging Tree." still considers herself obscure. 
And Joaquin Miller. once praised as one of the most 
notable of American writers, is now forgotten, even 
though much of the romantic thought about the 
American West is directly traceable to.his writings. 
The lives and writings of Johnson and Miller and 
three other Western American authors are newly eval­
uated in five additions to the Boise State University 
Western Writers Series published recently. The series 
booklets. which describe the lives and works of signifi­
cant. although sometimes little-known, Western 
authors are often used as resource materials by students 
and scholars. 
The new pamphlets in the 45-volume collection 
include critical analyses of the works of: 
• Miller, famous and eccentric nineteenth century 
romantic author of the narrative poem "Columbus" 
and the equally famous collection, Songs of the 
Sierras.'' 
• Johnson, many of·whose stories were published in 
The Saturday Evening Post. Seventeen, Argosy, 
Colliers. and Cosmopolitan magazines. 
• Leslie Marmon Silko, chonicler of the story-telling 
and oral tradition of her tribe, the Laguna Pueblo, 
including the widely anthologized tale. ''The Man to 
Send Rain Clouds." 
· 
• Janet Lewis, poet and novelist known for writing 
about American history as the experience of the family 
on the frontier rather than the clash of natural and 
human forces. 
• Tom Robbins, controversial contemporary author 
of Another Roadside Attraction and Even Cowgirls Get 
the Blues. 
Benjamin S. Lawson, who wrote the pamphlet 
/rMquin Mtller. is an English professor at Albany State 
College, Georgia. Judy Alter. the author of an earlier 
senes pamphler on Stewart Edward White, wrote the 
Dorothy Johnson volume. 
Per Seversted, who teaches in the American Instirure 
of th<. Lniversitv of o�lo. Norwav. \\TOte the booklet 
ahout Leslie ;\Iarmon Silko. Scyer�t�d is widely known 
for his biography of the American writer Kate Chopin, 
and evaluation of her novel The Awakening popular 
with the women's movement of the 1970's. 
The Janet Lewis biography was written by Charles L. 
Crow, also the editor of a collection of essays on con­
temporary California literature. Crow is a member of 
the Bowling Green Ohio State University English 
Department. 
Mark Siegel, who has published a book on Thomas 
Pinchon 's controversial novel, Gravity's Rainbow. deals 
with the writings ofT om Robbins for the BSU series. 
The booklets are edited by Boise State English pro­
fessors Wayne Chatterton and James H. Maguire. James 
Hadden is' business manager for the series, and BSU 
artist Arny Skov creates the cover design and illusrra­
ttons. 
Since the first volume in the series about Idaho 
writer Yard is Fisher was published in 1972, 4 5 pam· 
phlets have been primed, including volumes on story 
teller Bret Harre, Ken Kesey, author of One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo '.r Nest. prolific western novelist Zane Grey, 
and artist-writers Frederic Remington and Charles · 
Marion Russell. 
Five new booklets are published in the series 
annually. and often are the first complete study of their 
subjects. 
To order any or all of the volumes in the series, send 
$2.50 per copy to the BSU Bookstore. Boise State Uni­
versity. Boise, 10 83725. 
.... 
People on the move 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES & LI TERATURES 
Or. Penny Schoonover invited Wayne B. Kraft, Eastern Washington 
University professor, to conduct a folk dancing workshop Jan. 23. 
About 30 BSU students and faculty members learned Tryolean, 
Bavarian. Rumanian and Quebec dances as well as the polka and 
mazurka. 
BUSINESS SCHOOL 
Jim Doss was a discussion leader in the Morrison-Knudsen Human 
Resource Planning Society meeting Jan. 30. At that meeting, Laddie 
Sula presented his paper "Labor Economics and the Pacific North­
west." 
ENGLISH 
An article by Or. Charles Davis, "A Concept of Inner Rhetoric," was 
published in the October, 1980, issue of Arizona English Bulletm. 
Davis has been elected to a three-year term on the national execu­
tive council of the Association of Departments of English. The 
12-member committee establishes policies and priorities for the asso­
ciation and overseas publication of the ADE Bulletin, as well as three 
regional seminars yearly for department chairmen. In addition, it 
authorizes regional meetings and studies to support quality English 
programs and efficient management of English departments. 
MARKETING 
Or. Douglas J. Lincoln has been awarded a university faculty 
research grant from the BSU Center for Research, Grants and Con­
tracts. He will study consumer adoption of solar energy products to 
find methods for Idaho government and industry to speed up the dis­
persal of those products. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Drs. Steven Thurber and Mark Snow are the co-authors of the article 
"Signs May Prompt Anti-Social Behavior," in the December, 1980 
issue of Journal of Social Psychology. 
Or. John Phillips Is the author of the textbook, Piaget's- Theory: A 
Primer. published by W.H. Freeman and Co., San Francisco. Phillips 
is also serving as chairman of the admissions committee of the 
Clinical Pastoral Education Center. 
Or. Wylla 0. Barsness gave a workshop on the excitement of learn­
ing for the Idaho Headstart training program recently. She is also 
leading a series of assertiveness training sessions for women in the 
Aid to Dependent Children program. 
Dr. Garvin Chastain's article "Phonological and Orthographic Fac­
tors in the Word Superiority Effect," has been accepted for publica­
lion in Memory and Cognition. He recently conducted a workshop on 
strategies for remembering for the Idaho State School and Hospital 
staff in Nampa, and has completed a review of Introduction to 
Psychology by Darley, Glucksberg, Kamin, and Klnchla for Prentice-
Hall. Inc., publishers. • 
COMMUNICATION 
Dawn Craner spoke recently at the Boise Public Library and to 
Parma High School students on oral interpretation of literature. 
Dr. Robert Boren conducted a wori<shop on effective communica­
tion for the National Advanced Resource Technology Center in 
Marana, Ariz .. Jan. 19. He also gave a team development workshop 
for the U.S. Bureau of Land Management in Reno, Nev .• Jan. 20. 
Harven Pitman and David W. Rayborn conducted a two-day work­
shop on human commumca1ion on the job for Boise F1re Department 
off1cers in January. Rayborn also taught commumcallon workshops 
for the U.S. Forest Service in Redmond, Ore., Dec 8. 
November and December training workshops for the Idaho Execu­
tive lnst1tute were taught by Dr. Robert Boren on understanding 
human commun1cat1on; Dawn Craner, non-verbal communication; Or. 
Marvin Cox, listening, and Or. James OeMoux, small group communi­
calion. 
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle coordinated the annual college speech and 
debate tournament Nov. 7-8 and the Dec. 5-6 h1gh school debate tour­
hamemat BSU 
McCorkle gate a talk on the 1980 elections to the Southmmster 
Presbytenan Church Nov. 9. Recently she was interviewed by KBSU 
rad1o about male-female commun1cat1on, judged a debate at Nampa 
High School, and traveled with the BSU speech team to an Interpreta­
tion festival in San Franc1sco. 
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Kindergartens in jeopardy? 
. . 
Legislators, educators debate benefits 
IS FUNDING FOR Idaho kindergartens in jeopardy7 Boise kindergarten teacher Sharon 
Newman, Campus School. points out new learning activity to five-year-old students as legis­
lature debates possible budget cuts and educators discuss values of the pre-first grade 
schooling. 
By.Jocclpt bnnin 
BSU New' Service� 
\X.hat will the helt-aguert·d Idaho Lq�ishtture do in its 
'l ram hit- w 'pread thin ($-U2 million) revenues over 
hungr� (S·i)O-$(,() million) st�m· programs? 
End �tatt· support f(>r Lewis Clark State College? 
Eliminate or reduce funds for graduate programs? 
Rt·dure tht· number of statt' employees? 
End the �tate\ share of support for interrollegiate 
athktit�? 
Or not fund tht· state's kindergartens? 
1\tany Idaho edurawrs and parents have been 
battling that \Try rt·al possibility this winter. On only 
dlt' �nom! day of kgislatiw st·ssions inJanuary, the 
joint llou�t· and St·nate romm.ittn· dealing with edura­
tional funding hdd a ht·aring on tht· rok of kinder­
gant·n� in the state educational �ystt·m. Sinre that time. 
hill� hav<· �urfan·d whirh would rut or diminatt· fund­
ing or dw �t�m· kindergartt·n program. 
Among those bills is ont· introdun·d by Rt'p.John 
Sessions. R-Driggs,Jan. 30 to cut half of the state's 
�upport. about $1.(, millton. tor kindt·rgart<:ns. 
ft'b. 10. Rt·p. Kmneth Stepht·nson. R-Nampa. 
introducnl a hill w tht' House Education Committee to 
abolish statt' support for kinderg�mt·ns <·ntirdy. 
Although both bills havt· dic:d. the shadow of kinder­
garten dimination still rt·mains. 
What would happt·n if surh a bill were passed by the 
Idaho kgislaturt'? 
"\X'e would han· to rdy on private kindnganens 
again." said Dr. Carroll Lambt·rt. BSU associate profes­
sor of etrh- rhildhood eduration. "Tht'rt' would be a 
largt' nunibcr of fiYe-\·t·ar-olds in Idaho who would not 
be able to go to those private kindergartens. 
"With the f(:dnal budgt·t faring massive ruts too. we 
wuld not likdy expert w ren:ivt· additional funding for 
Head Start programs t•ithcr." Lambert said. 
"We are worrit·d. It':: oftt·n the: newest programs in 
education whirh are the most vulnerable to being cut. 
and kindergartens. whik· nor new to rhe U.S. by any 
means. are new to Idaho.'' she said. 
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Kinckrgartt'ns in Idaho were included in most school 
di�trirts' programs only after the Idaho Legislature 
pa�snl a bill funding them in 1975. 
Hardly a frill 
In defense of the public kindergartens Dr. Judy 
Frt·rtrh. dirt'rtor of the Boise State early childhood edu­
cation program. appe:m·d Jan. 13 before the meeting of 
the lt·gislativt· joint rommittce. 
"Hardly a frill. kindergant'n has a significant impact 
on tht' life of earh rhild. It makes an important con­
tribution to the total srhool program and positively 
affcns s<x:iety in general,'' French told the legislators. 
She listed kindergarten benefits of physical develop­
mt'nt. mental health. social competence, language 
rapabiliry, and creative self-expression as justifications 
for rontinuarion of the pre-first grade program. 
''The kindergarten makes an important contribution 
to the total srhool program because it provides a 
'readiness' rime. a time for rhe child to participate in 
prt·-reading, pre-math. pre-writing activities, the basics 
of tht· ekmcntarv rurriculum. ''French said. 
Of the Idaho s'rhool disrrins. 103 have kindergarten 
programs and all II 5 have indicated to the Idaho 
Department of Education that they want kindergartens, 
french told the lt'gislators. 
Thne are about 16.000 children enrolled in each of 
tht· 12 gradt's of ldaho schools. About 15.000, nearly all 
of the five-year-olds. are enrolled in kindergartens. This 
means there arc not very many parents choosing to keep 
tht'ir children out of kindergartens. French said. 
To back up her pro-kindergarten stance. French cited 
a study from rh<· South Carolina Department ofEdu­
ration mandatt'd by smte law in 1977. All first grades in 
that state were given a test to determine their school 
rcadint'ss. Results pointed out the relative success of 
students who had attended kinderganen. 
Of those, 64.7 percent were judged ready for first 
gradt'. acrording to the test which includes questions on 
rolor identification, numbering, physical activities, and 
such tasks as copying shapes and writing names. 
Only 35..� percent of the students who didn't attend 
kindergarten passed rhe 30-minute examination, the 
study noted. 
Fewer problems 
Closer to home,Jack Thompson, director of elemen­
tary education for the Pocatelto School District, issued a 
report in January on the impact of kindergarten on 
elementary students. 
Pocatello first graders, Thompson reported, generally 
felt that having a quality kindergarten program pro­
vides for entry of children into an intense reading 
program about seven weeks earlier than is possible with­
out kindergartens. 
First grade children who had been in kindergartens 
demonstrate much greater confidence and increased 
skills. the Pocatello teachers reported. 
The district compared standardized achievement test 
srores for the four grade levels to which state supported 
kindergartens had been available. 
Average percentiles for the groups who had par­
tiripared in kindergarten were all higher. First and 
sn·ond grade percentiles increased by 8 percent, thrrd 
grade, 9 percent, and fourth grade, the first class to be 
in the kindergarten system, 6 percent. 
Pocatello edurators believe that adding kindergarten 
to the school system has provided substantial and 
dramatic improvement, Thompson said in his report. 
Cox studies status role 
What do kindergarreners learn? 
Dr. Virginia Cox, BSU assistant professor of anthro­
pology, published a research report on an urban 
kinderganen in September, 1980. 
The report, Status and Role: Becoming a Student. A 
Microethnography of an Urban Kindergarten. was the 
result of nine months ot observation ot a Boise kinder­
garten during the 1977-78 school year. 
The paper was published with a faculty research grant 
from the BSU Center for Research, Grants and Con­
tracts. 
Cox's research delved into the functions of kinder­
garten as a rite of passage and into the student role and 
t<.·arhers' responses. 
' I intend to show through an analysis of events that 
the primary function of the kindergarten is to train 
children in the role that is appropriate to student 
status,'' Cox says in her report. 
Called by sociologist Harry Gracey an "academic 
boot camp," kindergarten, Cox says, "is the initial step 
f(>r preparing children for 'studenthood'.'' 
''Kindergarten is neither an academic situation in 
rhe same sense as first grade nor a babysitting facility as 
are day care facilities or nursery school. As children's 
first intensive introduction to an education institution 
where they will spend rhe following twelve years, kin­
dergarten is the important final step to becoming a 
student," she said. 
Activities that occur in the kindergarten classroom, 
Cox says, can be placed into the three categories, ritual, 
academic, and recreation. 
Among the rituals observed by Cox in her study were 
pledging allegiance to the flag, (laming the day of the 
month, checking the weather, passing out lesson pages, 
and being selected to be first in line. 
Academic tasks taught to the kindergarteners 
induded learning the letters of the alphabet, numbers, 
phonetics of one syllable words, and writing their own 
names. 
Recreation activities were recess, story time, singing, 
and playing with games, blocks, toys and art supplies. 
"Kindergarten is transitional. a period for learning 
rhe role of student." Cox said. The nine months of kin­
dergarten are preparatory for children to academically 
and socially ready themselves for first grade,'' she said. 
"It· gets children ready in so many ways," Lambert 
emphasized. ''If we lose kindergarten. how many will 
have to come ready to learn, bur with no skills already 
learned? They'rr: not going to be ready.'' 
' 
Geophysicists in high deriland 
Energy exploration 
By Denise -Carsman 
BSU News Services 
The supply of energy may be shrinking, but job 
opportunities for graduates in energy-related fields are 
increasing, according to the chairman of Boise State's 
Department of Geology and Geophysics. 
Dr. Monte Wilson says the employment picture for 
students graduating-in geophysics couldn't be better. 
''Employment in the area of geophysics has been 
strong for the last five years, and it looks like it will be 
strong for at least another decade,'' he said. 
Geophysicists apply physical principles to solve 
geological problems. By examining the electromagnetic 
properties of rocks, and by using shock waves to deter­
mine geological formations, they are able to interpret 
sub-surface geology without going to the expense of 
drilling holes in the ground. This makes oil and gas 
exploration much less expensive and much more 
practical. said Wilson. 
At BSU there are 7-8 students who will graduate in 
geophysics this May, and several of them already have 
job offers in excess of$25,000 a year, said Wilson. One 
has an offer from Mobil Oil Co. that also includes a 
company car and credit card. 
Wilson estimates a total of 1, 500 geophysicists are 
needed nationally each year in a field that sees only 
400-500 new graduates a year, including those that 
receive bachelor's, master's, and doctorate degrees. 
''One company alone (Amoco Oil) has said they 
want to hire about 150 this year, so you can see the dif­
ficulty in meeting the demand,'' observes Wilson. 
Wilson's rosy forecast is substantiated further by 
Fortune. a business magazine which recently ran an 
article on employment projections for the 1980's: 
geophysics was named as one of the top four fields 
along with medicine, engineering, and accounting. 
While employment in energy-producing industries 
accounts for only a small portion (4 percent as of 1978) 
of the nation's total figure, the intensification of the 
search for oil and gas has caused a sharp increase in 
energy-related jobs. Within the well-drilling and 
exploration sector, for example, employment growth 
has averaged 14 percent a year after 1973, according to 
the U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics. 
And, the demand has driven up salaries as employers 
bid up the price of qualified geophysicists. 
The average yearly salary of a geophysicist ranges 
from S 18-25,000 as opposed to a geologist who will 
start anywhere from $15-18,000 a year .. Wilson said. 
''The high salaries offered by industries not only 
attract students,'' said Wjlson, ''it also ma.kes filling 
faculty positions very difficult.'' 
Besides the increased exploration for petroleum and 
other mineral resources, there are a number of other 
creates shortage 
problems have also added to the increased demand, 
said Wilson. 
''And these problems aren't going to disappear. 
Students who find the job possibilities attractive now 
can be assured the picture won't change by the time 
they graduate four years down the road.'' 
Mark Brown, a recruiting representative for Amoco, 
reports that even though there are five times as many 
college students interviewing for jobs in geophysics 
than there were five years ago, "but we would still like 
to see more.'' 
"Geophysics as applied to oil exploration is much 
different than other areas of geophysics. The industry is 
becoming so technical, we need good, quality people in 
this field. Once you get into it you are almost assured a 
job for life because of the tremendous market for· 
experienced people." 
Geophysics is generally considered a ''rigorous 
discipline that requires a great deal of competency in 
mathematics,'' a fact that may cause many students to 
shy away from a geophysics major, said Wilson. 
Some industries like Amoco (who just donated $7 
million to the Colorado School of Mines) are pumping 
quite a bit of money into the programs that will pro­
duce the graduates they need, said Wilson. 
However, most of them tend to ''put their money 
where it will do them the most good," said Wilson, 
meaning schools that have a substantial graduate pro­
gram and are committed to research. 
According to Wilson, BSU is one of the few schools 
that has a geology program that does not offer a 
master's degree. ''And unfortunately, the economic 
and political situation in Idaho does not look favorable 
toward establishing one in the near future,'' he added. 
Boise State is a young university and is not yet on 
many of the big industrial recruit circuits, according to 
Wilson. ''But those that do interview here tend to 
think we have a good, strong program.'' 
A good example of BSU's reputation, he said, is the 
fact that Mobil, who as a rule will hire only students 
with master's degrees, will make an exception for 
students from four universities; one of them is BSU. 
The reason, said Mobil representative Jack Winkel, is 
because the department encourages students to do 
research at the undergraduate level and helps them to 
find summer jobs that will give them professional 
experience. 
Increas�d job opportunities in the wake of oil short­
ages, water shortages, pollution, and many other 
environmental problems may give some people the 
impression that all geologists thrive on the world's 
gloom, but Wilson insists that is not the case. 
"We all know how important oil exploration is to 
this country, but this is just one small area of the 
geological sciences.'' 
• 
Athletics 
Continued from page 9 
year BSU barely meets the criterion. 
While many college presidents would agree that 
some changes in conference and NCAA standards must 
tome soon or srhools may begin dropping our ot leagues 
because they can't meet minimum qualifications, the 
probkm was bypassed during the recent NCAA meet­
togs. 
And y<·t the harsh reality seems to be staring educa­
tion in the fact·, unless additional funds ran be 
generated. 
"A lot depends on what finally boils out of this 
Legislature," Hay said. "But obviously if we are 
required to live with another 2 percent increase in funds 
in higher education this year, it can't help but affect 
athkrics. 
''I don't know how we could maintain the kinds of 
programs we've got now. because we'd really be rutting 
into the academit programs to support the inter­
rolkgiate athletic programs. or else we'd be raising 
student fees to unreasonable levels to support the 
programs.'' Hay said. 
The board president said that it boils down. 
obviously, to a question of money, and to the value of 
. the athktir programs to the various institutions. 
"I think when real economics and real changes are 
made in the rules. it's going to mean that the pr<"�i­
dents art· going to step in- not just our (Idaho's) presi­
dents. but the president� of the institutions represenred 
in 1he Big Sky Conference and 1he NCAA. 
''Those presidents are going to have to step in and 
say. 'look, these are the changes that are going to be 
made. We can't live under these present rules'," Hay 
said. 
"Until the last few years, these conferences were 
pretty much run by the athletic direrrors, and it's only 
been within the last few years since money's gotten 
tight that the presidents have begun to take an active 
interest. And I think it's going to be up t<;> our univer­
sity presidents throughout the country to bring about 
some sense and some changes in this whole thing.'' Hay 
said. 
No hierarchies 
Keiser put his thoughts into a philosophical pcrspec­
tiv.e as he summed up the present dilemma facing edu­
cation and rok· of intercollegiate athletics within that 
framework: 
·'The task of leadership now is to keep people from 
consuming one another, and I've always tried to keep 
faculty members and departments from setting 
hierarchies among the programs that we have. Th.at a 
philosophy major is Somehow at the top of the Jist and a 
baccalaureate in nursing is in the middle and a biology 
major is at the bottom in terms of coming out with a 
good education," Keiser said. 
''Intercollegiate athletics can be abused and so can 
everything else. I think they have to be put in perspec­
tive. You don't get overwhelmed by national cham­
pionships and say that's the only reason you are going 
to keep a football coach, because you're not always 
going to be national champions. 
"But you don't throw everything out-the baby and 
the bathwater at the same time just because you have 
a losing season, or because there are some economic 
pressures. Every year there is a Palm Sunday and a Good 
Friday, and the people who survive best are the ones 
who can operate in between that.'' 
�I 
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"" 
You are a reporter ... 
We have appointed you as a reporter for FOCUS. Please 
send us news of yourself, your brothers, sisters, cousins, 
aunts, uncles, children, parents, friends-anyone who 
ever attended Boise State University. And, at the same 
time, include their current addresses. Many thanks for 
covering this very special "beat" for FOCUS. Send to 
FOCUS, Alumni Office, Boise State University, Boise, 
Idaho 83725. 
Name Class ___ _ 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
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